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This practicum explores knowledge of, aud attitudes t o w d  the wolf ( C d  I , )  population in 

the Riding Mountain National Park region of Manitoba. The purpose of this pncticum was to 

identify and document the attitudes and knowledge of RMNP area residents, Manitoba mernbers 

of Canadian Parks and Wildemess Society (CPAWS), Manitoba members of the Sierra Club, the 

Riding Mountain Landowriers Association (who represent [ivestock producers), trappm in the 

RMNP region, and Manitoba Outfitters in the RMNP region. The atîitudes and hiowledge of the 

groups were examined and compared among groups. 

This study specificaIiy addressed the fol10wing objectives: to measure and document 

attitudes toward wolves in the RMNP kgion; to measure and document knowledge about the 

wolf; to ident* any diSeremes which may exist between the various intetest groups; to ident* 

factors which may be related to knowledge scores (for enample age, education level, gender, 

etc.); and to identw factors which may be related to attitudes toward maintainhg the population 

of wolves in the RMNP region. 

Data for this paper was collected fiom 649 individuals through a mail survey. Groups 

surveyed included: 800 randomly selected area residents (43% response), the 12 members of the 

Riding Mountain Landowaea Association (67% response), 93 Manitoba members of the Sierra 

Club (54% response), 270 Manitoba members of the Canadian Parks and WiIderness Society 

(69% response), 74 Manitoba Trappers (39% response), and 45 Manitoba Outfitters (58% 

response). 

The purpose of the s w e y  was to determine peoples' attitudes and beliefs about wolves, 

hunting options, impacts on big game populations, impacts on the livestock indusüy in the 

region, and ~spoosibiiities for compensation programs for livestock predation. In general, a 

positive attitude toward wolves was found across groups. Al1 groups sweyed had a less than 

50% correct knowledge score, indicating that there is quite a low Ievel of knowledge of wolves in 

the area. 

îhere were signüicant differences in both attitude and biowledge scores between 

groups. î h e  most positive attitudes were expressed by members of the two envuomental groups 

surveyed and the least positive attitudes king expressed by the Manitoba outfitters and trappers. 

Area residents and livestock producen had attitudes toward wolves which were midway between 

the other four groups. The highest knowledge scores were obtained by Manitoba outfiners. This 

was significantly different h m  the knowledge score obtained by the area residents (who had the 
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lowest score), but not significantly dinerent h m  the other four groups. There was also 

signifScant differences in attitude scores between those who hunted in L995 and those who did 

not hunt in 1995. Individuais who hunted in 1995 had l e s  positive attitudes toward wolves thaa 

individuals wbo did not hunt in 1995. 

Factors related to kiiowledge scores included: education level, age, and gender. There 

was a significant dinemice between iudividuals with an elementary school education and al1 

other groupa The Iargest difference in knowledge scores were between individuals with an 

elementary schwl education and individuais with a P D .  Individuals in the 46-55 age group had 

the hi- biowledge score and were significaatiy dinecent nom al1 other groups while 

individuais aged 26-55 had the next highesî biowledge wons. People aged b m  56 to over 85 

had the Iowest knowledge scores. People 15-25 years old had scores most similar to those people 

aged h m  56 to over 85, There were significant differences in the knowledge scores between 

genden. More specüically, mens' knowledge scores were higher than womens'. 

Factors related to attitudes toward maintainhg the current population of wolves in the 

RMNP region included: willingness to have wolves in the region; and the level of howledge 

which individuais had of woifecology. More specificaliy, as peoples' attitudes became more 

positive toward wolves, their willingness to have wolves in the region increased s&ilarly, as the 

level of knowledge of wolfecology increased, the wiIlingness to have wolves in the region 

increased. 

The Uifonnation collected from this survey offered the opportunity to target specific 

weaknesses in education and aids management decisiors by pinpointing specüic issues which are 

important to the various groups sampled. Dinecences which exist between attîtudinal research 

results h m  proposed ceintroduction sites and areas with exktkg wolf populations are also 

d iscussed, 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

It is believed by some (Baker, 1993; Munson, 1994) that peoples conceptions and 

misconceptions about ecological p ~ c i p i e s  are based in their prior howledge and 

experience. Part of ou .  understanding of wolves cornes h m  out culaual beiiefs which 

have been deveioped over centuries. To many people, wolves have come to syrnbolize 

greed, lust, deception and SUfferiag and the sacrificial death of wolves may provide 

atonement (Lopez, 1978). 

It is interesting to note that the above stated characteristics are aU emotions or 

actions which are human in origin. Aaimals act to initiate feelings of "pride and respect; 

hatred, contempt and fear; pleasure and affectiontt (Baker, 1993). Many of these are 

incompatible which le& to an irreconciiability between instinct and rational thought 

which the WOU has come to symboiize. 

SociaLÏzation is the method through which we begin to devefop our sense of the 

world. Throughout tirne, children have been told fairy tales and fables about wolves 

which initiates their fear of wolves. For exampie, The Three Little Pigs, The Seven Little 

Goats, The Woifand the Crane, The Woifand The Goat, and Littie Red Riding Hood. 

The fable Little Red Riding Hood has been present in American culture since 1697 (see 

Figure 1). Although the fable has changed through centuries to permit Little Red Riding 

Hood with the opportuaity to escape the wo& the message of the story rernains 

essentiaiiy lmchanged. What is important when discussing the sociaiization of children to 

fear wolves is that the wolf is created by an adult mind. Ofien, children have no other 

occasion to discover more positive information about wolves, so the only image they 

conjure up when they hear of a wolf is of a creature which may attack and kill them. 
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1.2 Historieal Perceptions of the Wolf 

As outlined by Lopez (1978), during the middle ages, the Roman church had a 

great deal of influence over people. The church descnid the woif as a real devil existing 

in the reai world They condemned people for conimitting the "sins of the woE seducers 

and hypocrites, magicians, thieves, and liars". The church would go out and look for 

people who had these characteristics because they believed them to be werewolves. Once 

the werewolves were found, they would be burned at the stake which increased peoples 

fear of the woE 

It was the mind of this t h e ,  more than any other, which was obsessed with the 

image of the woK The belief in werewolves was strong and widespread. It was aiso a 

time when peasants referred to their feudal lords and other hated nobles as "wolves". The 

fear of wolves bordered on hysteria There was occasion that wolves did kiii travellea 

and transmit rabies. Wolves also exhumed bodies during the black plague which 

threatened peoples spirihrality. The Livelihoods of many people who raised iivestock 

could be wiped out in a single night by a pack of wolves (Lopez, 1978). 

The wolf, since classical times, was also a representation of things in transit 

Since it was associated with Mght ,  there became a link to haif light. This created a 

dWty: the wolfof the dam which represented a movement fiom the Dark Ages into the 

period of enlightenment and civilization. The second image was the animal of dusk who 

represented bestiality and ignorance. This was the common tale woif while the wolf of 

the light became the dog. This was the t h e  pdod that provided the "roots of wolf 

imagery - fiom which aU the wolves of today spring" (Lopez, 1978). 

The woif was not consbnt in North Arnerican Literature until the seventeenth 

cenniry. During this t h e  period the wolfwas seen as a representation of the land's 

hostiiîty. The colonists had no idea how to ded with wolves. Wolves would corne into 

their yards at night and kill their iivestock. Already fighting against a wïidemess that was 

new to them, the colonists began setting out poisoned meat and raiding wolf dens to kill 

their pups. To justify these actions, tales were created about how wolves ate their prey 

while it was stili dive. As a resdt, the first wolf bounty law was passed in America in 
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1630. Payments to "wolfen" were made in cash or goods. People were given 20 shilliags 

by the rnaglmaglstrate upon delivery of the head of a woK It wes mandatory for natives to 

hunt wolves but they only received 10 shillings per WOU. 

At the beginning of the eighteenth century, people were striving for self- 

nifnciency. Since sheep production became the way to achieve this, the wolfbecame the 

enemy. AU canine predation was ascriid to wolves rather than acknowledging predation 

by feral dogs. Since it was the woifwho was associateci with evü, whenever canid tracks 

were close by, the wolf was blamed. The tespouse to livestock kills was an 

indiscriminate killing of a large n-ber of wolves rather than the few wolves that were 

a c W y  doing the damage. 

During the nineteenth century, strychnine was used to kill wolves. This was a 

convenient method since woKers just had to lace an animal carcass with the substance 

and the wolves would feed on it and die. During the penod fiom 1840-1860 two dollars a 

hide was paid for wolves. By 1860 woIfers were m a h g  money fiom hides and the 

bounties paid on wolves. By 1895 wolves were vimially wiped out fiom Texas to the 

Dakotas and fiom Missouri to Colorado. 

It was during this period that the Iivestock industry began which provided more 

incentive to kill wolves. WoLfers were hired by iivestock producers. Wolves which could 

no longer h d  natuml prey (due to over harvesting) turneci to Iivestock for sustenance 

(Lopez, 1978). hning the period from 1875 to 1895, the harvest of wolves reacbed a 

peak. The use of poison continued during this period and resuited in the deaths of 

millions of animals. 

The fk t  bounty on wolves was passed in Montana in 1885. Montana was the 

centre for livestock production in the northem plains. During the fim year the bounty was 

operationai, $1.00 was given for each pelt and some 5,450 pelts were tumed in. During 

the two subsequent years 2,224 and 2,587 pelts respectively were tumed in. The wolf 

bounty was raised by the legislanue to $5.00 by 1899. By 1905, the bounty on wolves 

dropped to $3.00 due to the large expense incuned by the legislatute. In the period fiom 

1883-1918 there were 80,730 wolves bountied in Montana for a total of $342,764.00 
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(Lopez, 1978). 

By the twentieth century, killing wolves with strychnine was considered too 

dangerous because of dl the animals which were killed unintentioaally through its use. In 

1905 the wolfpredation on Livestock was iight in Montana, but iivestock producers were 

still concemed about wolfpredation. This resulted in a raise of the bounty up to $10.00 

until 19 1 1 when it increased to $15.00. In 191 5, the federal government provided money 

for wolfers as grazing often occurred on pubüc lands. Bounty h u d  became part of 

wolnng (Lopez, 1978). The wolfs ears or nose was required for proof of a wolf kill. As a 

result, the ears of a wolfcouid be türned in in one county, and the nose be tumed in in 

another county resuiting in two payments for one woif Road U s ,  or the noses of 

badgers and dogs were ofken tumed in Gopez, 1978). The bounty law was repealed in 

1933 as wolves were vimially wiped out By 1945, there were very few wolves lefi in the 

United States. 

The "war" on wolves began in Canada by 1950 (Lapez, 1978). By 1955 there 

were 2,000 wolves kiued per year, and between 195 1 and 196 1 there was 1 7,500 wolves 

poisoned. The federal govemment began to research methods of pest control for wolves. 

This action was initiated in respome to the loss of miliions of dollars in the livestock 

industry per year that was attrïbuted to wolf predation, and because of the great teduction 

in some game herds which were ascribed to wolves. îhe methods commonly w d  to 

control wolfpopulations were hunting, trapping, caphiring and killing young in a den and 

poison (Lopez, 1978). 

Although there has been significaat declines in wolfdistribution over time, the 

woff population in Canada is currently appmximately 45,000-65,000 animals. Extirpation 

has occuned in the southem areas of British Columbia, the prairie provinces, southem 

Ontario, southem Quebec, the Maritime provinces and Newfoundland (Hirmmel, 1990). 

The mual woLf harvest numbers in Canada are approximately 4,000 per year and are 

ofien in response to livestock predation peterson, 1986). 
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1.3 Study Background 

One of the farthest reaching effects that humans have had on wolf populations, is 

destruction of critical habitats through human development Human expansion into areas 

of wüderness has fragmenteci habitats. As the connectivity between wildemess m e s  is 

reduced, the effects of w e n t a t i o n  become more profound. As descnkd below, 

hgmentation of habitats can have vanous and negative effects on woîfpopulation 

dynamics. 

Riding Mountain National Park (RMNP) is a 2944 km2 area which was formed 

out of habitat hgmentation (see Figure 2). Intemincation of fàrming since 1950 has 

vimially eliminated connected areas of wildemess between RMNP and outlying boreal 

forests. Since 1957, a corridor which existeci between RMNP and the closely situated 

Duck Mountain Provincial Park (DMPP) has been reduced fiom 5 1 .O3 pet cent forest 

cover down to 16.0 1 per cent in 1993 (Walker, pers. corn., 1996). Mladenoff et ai. (1995) 

suggest that wolves may not travel across large expanses of agicultural land. ' 

Subsequently, habitat fhgmentation codd Iead to genetic inbreeding. At present, there 

has been some genetic samples taken h m  the RMNP wolf population which indicate 

tbat there is a continuous population of wolves in the RMNP region. 

Despite being an ' i s l d ,  RMNP is still a functioning ecosystem. As such, 

wolves are a top carnivore in the ecosystem and as noteci, can provide an indication of 

ecosystem health (Hummel, 1990; Noss, 1995). The close proximity of the wolf 

population in RMNP to local residents who Live in the sunounding area, presents the 

possibility for WOW human conflicts. 

The woîfpopulation in RMNP numbers some 32 animais, although this number 

appears to be deciinhg (see Figure 3). As discussed below, reduction in numbers may be 

attributed to a number of interrelated factors. AU of these, however, revolve around the 

direct impact that human development has hacl, and continws to have, on the RMNP wolf 

population (Young, 1 994). 

There is currently no defined wolfmanagement plan in Manitoba (Goulet, pers. 

corn., 1997). As outlined by Stardom (1983), the Manitoba provincial strategy for wolf 
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Figure 2: Regional Setting of RMNP 
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igue 3: Estimated Wolf Population in RMNP (19751995) 
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management hss tbree objectives: the primary objective is to maintain the provincial 

population at about 4,000 wolves; the second objective is to convince the public that 

wolves are an important part of a natural ecosystem; and the third objective is to use site- 

speciiic humane wolfcontrol measures in response to woif predation on Livestock. 

Although RMNP provides wolves with full protection, hunting, trapping, and 

predator contml occur outside the padc bomdary. In generai, thete are lengthy woif 

hunting seasom in Manitoba (August 29 to mid-J'e). Wolves can be hunted using any 

big game hunting tag. For residents of Manitoba, big game tags include: deer, elk, 

moose, or caribou. Non-resident big game tags include: bear, deer, or moose. Although 

there is a request in the 1996 Hmting Guide to report woifkills in hunting areas 23 and 

23A to a local wildlife officer, reports are generaiiy not forthcoming (Bidlake, pers. corn. 

19%). 

In order for wolves to CO-exist with humans, there needs to be incorporation of 

community attitudes and participation to effectively plan for the fiiture (HUrnmel, 1990). 

Impacts such as hunting, trapping, poaching, killing in response to livestock predation, 

and other anthropocentric practices aU impact the wolf population and directly involve 

coinmunity members. As noted by S tardom (1 983), planning for wolf conservation in the 

RMNP region shouid include programs to provide the general public with information 

which wiil promote awareness and undetstanding of the species, and information which 

wiIl promote sound husbandry practices in areas where there may be woElivestock 

pro blems. 

As noted, in the RMNP region of Manitoba*, the incidence of wolf predation on 

livestock bas been minimal (Godet, pers. corn. 1995). A common misconception is that 

any canid tracks in the area of a carcass signifies that the livestock was kiüed by wolves. 

Livestock are also kiiied by coyotes or feral dogs and the kill sites of these caniàs are not 

difncult to distinguish fkom a wolf kill site for a trained person. ILI Inaddition, itjs also 

difficult to detennine if the Livestock was killed by a wolfor if the wolf is scavenging on 

*Note: for this repon the RMNP region is defined as the area including: RMNP and the areas east to Lake 

Manitoba; South to the Tram Canada highway; North to DMPP; and West to the Saskatchewan border. 
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the carcass. Livestock predation by wolves Û a legitimate concern of landowners who 

raise Livestock. While there was pteviously no compensation available to landornefs who 

lost livestock to woifpredation, recently a compensation fund for c o h e d  prebtion on 

Livestock by wolves was set up with private rnoney (Goulet, pers. corn. 1995). This 

M e r s  fiom Alberta where the Alberta government pays about 73% of the market value 

of Livestock 104 to wolfpredation and Minnesota has an upper ümit of $400 paid per 

claim (DUtneld et al. 1993). 

One of the primary reasons for doing this study was to document information on 

public attitudes toward and knowledge of wolves in the RMNP regioa AIthough thete 

had been some information gathered on regional attitudes and knowledge, bioiogists were 

interested in having a more broad information base. Recognizing die important role that 

the public plays in achieving wildlife management goals, the information gathered nom 

this research will be provided to regionai wildIife managers hpoefully to aid in the 

development of a wolf management plan for the RMNP region. To date, much of the 

attitudiaal research done in the United States (BathJ991; Madkdo et al. 1994; Tucker 

and Pletscher, 1989) and Canada (Lohr et al. 1996 ) has been focused on the 

reintmduction of wolves into areas where they were extirpated. This research ciiffers in 

that it was done in a region where there is an established wolfpopulation. This may 

provide differing results because the public aiready presumably has an objective 

knowledge (Bright and Manfiedo, 1996). On the other band, people who do not have 

experience living near wolves will iikely have attitudes which are based on the likelihood 

of certain outcornes (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). For example, in the United States Kellert 

(1985) found wolves to be one of the most disliked wildlife species and suggested it was 

due to perceptions that wolves were dangerous to human safety and property as well as 

historical and cultural antipathies. Since wolves have existed in the RMNP for years the 

public may have less fear of the animal. 

The primary goal of this study was to idente, document and analyse the attitudes 

and knowledge of RMNP area residents, Manitoba membea of Canadian Parks and 

Wilderness Society (CPAWS), Manitoba members of the Sierra Club, the Riding 
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Mountain Landowners Association (who represent tivestock producers), trappea in the 

RMNP region, and Manitoba ûutfitters in the RMNP region. 

This study specificaiiy addressed the following objectives: 

1. to m m  and document attitudes toward wolves in the RMNP region; 

2. to me- and document knowledge about the wolf; 

3. to identi@ any diffetences which may exist between groups; 

Hol: There is no signifiant ciifference in attitude scores between 

RMNP) area residents, Manitoba members of Canadian Park and 

Wdderness Society, Manitoba members ofthe Sierra Club, the Riding 

Mountain Landowners Association, Trappers in the RMNP region, and 

Manitoba Outfïtters in the RMNP region. 

Ho2: There is no siBpiscant Merence in knowledge scores between 

RMNP area residents, Manitoba members of Canadian Parks and 

Widemess Society, Manitoba members of the Sierra Club, the Riding 

Mountain Landowners Association, Trappm in the RMNP region, and 

Manitoba ûutfitters in the RMNP region. 

Ho3 There is no signincant difference in attitude scores bekeen 

indivi6uais who hunted in 1995 and those who did not hunt in 1995. 

4. to ident* factors which may be related to knowledge scores (for example age, 

education level, gender, etc.); 

Ho4: There is no significant relationship between lmowledge score and 

education level. 

Ho5: Then is no sipnincant relatiomhip between knowledge score and 

age. 

Ho6: There is no significant Merence between knowledge score and 

gender. 

5. to identify factors which may be related to attitudes toward maintainhg the 

population of wolves in the RMNP region; and 
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H07: There is no significant difference between attitude scores and 

wiilingness to have wolves in the RMNP region. 

Hoa: There is no significant relationship between knowledge scores and 

willingne~s to have wolves m the RMNP region. 

H09: There is no Significant relationship between howiedge scores and 

attitude scores. 

6. to provide recommendations to wolf managers and to those nmning educational 

programs in the RMNP region. 

This practicum is divided into five chapters. The first chapter is an introduction to 

current and historïcal human attitudes toward wolves and inforniaton on the study area. 

Chapter two provides more detaii on ctxrrent attitudes toward wolves, a brief discussion of 

Human Dimensions Research and detailed discussion of human values of nature. Chapter 

two also discusses peoples' knowledge of wolves and how knowledge is redated to 

attitudes toward wolves. Exploration of these issues may provide information to wildlife 

managers which wiii aid in the development of woif management pians. In addition, 

information gathered wil l  ais0 aid in developing educationai programs about wolves in 

the region. Chapter three descn is  the design and implementation of the m e y  and 

infiormation on how the population samples were chosen. In addition, chapter thtee also 

discusses: the response rates of each group surveyed; the teliability of the attitudind and 

knowledge portions of the survey; and other statistical procedures used to address the f k t  

five objectives of the study. Chapter four provides di of the statistical redts for each of 

the five objectives of the study. Finally, chapter five provides conclusions and 

recommendations for management (objective 6). 
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Chnpter 2: HüMiW ATTITUDES TOWARD THE WOLF 

2.1 Current Attitudes Towards the Wolf 

Attitudes have been dehed as an organized set of feelings which will influence a 

individuai's behavior (Mitchell, 1979). It is agreed to by many psycho!ogïsts that 

attitudes can be broken dom into three main components. These components are: 

affective, cognitive and behaviorai (Mitchell, 1979). The affective component is the one 

which relates to how a person feek about an object The cognitive component relates to 

beliefs about some object (which may or may not be true) and the behaviord component 

is how a penon will act or respond 'in the presence of the object. Individuais will organize 

their affective and cognitive cornponents into an attitudinal system which then govem 

their responses to a particdar object (Mitchell, 1979). 

Keiiert (1985) found in the United States that there was more conflict in attitudes 

about wolves Ï n  the late 1980s than there was historkally. More specincdy, aithough 

there is generaliy a more positive attitude toward wolves today, KeUert (1985) indicated 

that wolves and coyotes were among the Ieast Liked animals. A more recent study (KelIert 

et ai., 1996) indicated that while attitudes toward wolves is generdy positive in Canada, 

they may be diminishing in parts of the country. For example, in southem Aiberta 

hunters, trappers and ranchers recentiy killed 34 of the estimated 60-100 animds in the 

region (Marty, 1995). 

Wolfmanagement is controversial in some areas of Canada because woif 

reduction is used to increase big game populations for human ~bsistence (Peterson, 

1986). For example, the mon cornmon ieeson cited by 16 huters and trappers outside 

Aigonquin Park, Canada, for killing wolves was the perceived cornpetition with wolves 

for deer (Forbes and Theberge, 1996). Wolfcontrol measures were &O used in the 

Yukon, Canada, where pre&tion appeared to be prwenting a timely recovery of the 

Western Arctic caribou herd which had d e r e d  a major dechne in population numbers 

due to premature over harvest (Haber, 1996). Wolf control measures have also been used 

in Alberta, Canada, as a way to reduce the incidence of wokfpredation on iïvestock. 
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Bjorge and Gunson (1985) found that the use ofwolfconûol measures reduced cattie 

mortaiity f b m  3.4% in the four years @or to controI to 2.0% in the two yeam foîiowing 

controi. 

Studies done in the United States found that positive attitudes toward wolves were 

more prevdent arnong urban than nnal LeSidents (Lleweilyn, 1978) and people who IÏved 

father away h m  woff reintroduction sites than for people who lived closer to those sites 

@ath, 1989; Keilert, 1985). More recentiy, awareness and apprecïation of nature and 

wildlife has increased and wolves are thought by some to be a symboi of wiidemess 

(Bright and Màdkdo, 1996; Keiiert et al., 1996). Bright and M-o (1996) formd that 

attitudes toward woives in Colorado were more ünked to values that people held 

regarding wolves right to exist aad the emotions that their potentiai reintroduction 

eiicited, 

2.2 Human Dimensions Research (EIDWR) 

Human dimensions of wildlife management (HDWR) has "grown out of a concern 

about how people's values affect and are afXeacd by wildlife managementn (Rudy and 

Decker, 1989). Wildlife management attempts to integrate wildlife populations, wildlife 

habitat and the interactions that wüdlife have with people (Decker and M y ,  1988). 

Human dimensions studies the reiationship between people and d d l i f e  management 

problems (Mauhdo, 1989). Human dimensions emphasises the concepts, tools and 

techniques that give assistance in representhg the public and give leadership on wiidiifie 

issues (Manfred0 and Vaske, 1996). While the focus in the past has been on wiidlife 

populations and habitat requirements, the understanding of wildlife and the interactions 

that people have with wildlife (in a management context) have been impmving. 

HDWR became visible in the 1960's and has gained popularity since fhat tirne. As 

outlined by b d y  and Decker (1989). HDWR initiaiiy focused on hunting char acte ris tic^ 

such as demographics, inaasiag urbani;ration, aging, and changes in famiy structure. 

HDWR then began to focus more on the motivations for hunting as they related to values 

of wildlife. Out of that research came the reaijzation that applying oniy consumptive 
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vdues of wiidlife to hwtefs was simplistic and not entirely accurate. This initiated more 

researth on values and the development of the Wddlife Attitudes and Values Scde 

(WAVS) in 1980. The WAVS was developed h m  other fiameworks which tised attitude 

assessrnent as the focus. More recently, HDWR has focused on predators and the 

sociopoliticd ramifications of woifreintroduction (Bath, 1989). 

Another topic which is popular in Humaa Dimensions research is wildlife-related 

recreation. Topics such as predicting the effectiveness of wiIdlife education programs 

(Morgan and Gramam, 1989), grizziy bear distribution and human connicts (Mace and 

Waller, 1996), beiiefs and behaviors of back country campers toward griPty bears 

(McCool d Braithwaite, L989), and theory developmem on persusive communications 

(McCool and Braithmite, 1992; Ajzen, 1992) and behavior change (Fishbeui and 

M e d o ,  1992). 

People who have an interest in land use decisions (for example individual citizens, 

landowners, developers, conservation groups, futrire generations, wildlife professionais 

and educators) are primary stakeholders. Land use decisions are varied among users and 

can be motivated by spirihial, psychologicai, physicai, emotiond or finiuicial factors 

(Knuth and Nielsen, 199 1). Because of the individuai differences among users, wildüfe 

management decinons must promote desirable attitudes and behavior toward biologicd 

resources. 

One method used by HDWR to dter individuai values is the use of education 

which is specinc to people's existing knowledge. Manfido (1989) found in his review of 

literahw on HDW that the legal and poliiical issues in wiidlife management partially 

arise out of public understanding of wüdlife management problems. This suggests that 

there is a need for education on various wiIdlife management issues. Tucker and PIetscher 

(1 989) suggested that public involvement in wildlife management would be a form of 

education that may be effective. In some cases, providing education was not enough to 

increase knowledge, but supplementing education with e><perience could increase the 

learninp of participants (Morgan and Gnimann, 1989). On the other hanci, -dies 

have not yet addressed the specific educational requirements of the public (Boxd and 
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McFarIane, 1995). An investigation into the ecological conceptions and misconceptioo~ 

about wiIdlife management issues could provide information needed by wildlife 

professionals to adeqyately educate the pubüc and uitimately aid in the promotion of 

wildlife coaservation programs. 

HDWR faces a couple of challenges- One challenges is an improvement in the 

integrity of HDWR te~earch through development of a theory of HDWR. Theory does 

not only aifow generalizations to be made, but provides a "structure for integrating and 

building upon previous findings, and it extends us beyond..descriptive research " 

(Madkdo, 1 989). Another cidenge facing E3D WR is to demonstrate the uses of this 

approach. How much HDWR training is received by biologists, wildlife managers, or 

ecologists? HDWR is conspicuously absent fiom the crimcuium of many environmental 

programs which may suggest that HDWR is stilI evolving. 

There is currently an increase in the concem to conserve our biological resources 

for future generations to enjoy. In order for effective collsewation practices to become 

redity, there is a requirement for the coordination of public and private land managers 

(Mangun et al., 199 1). DifTerences in the attitudes, perceptions, values and behaviors of 

various groups can act as social barriers to the conservation of biological resources. As 

such, the "conservation of biological resources must have grass-roots professional support 

to become a reali ty... especialiy in regions where the majority of land is in pnvate 

ownership" @ecker et al., 199 1). 

The initial focus of HDWR was on appiied science and its methods and not neariy 

enough attention was given to the philosophical aspects of science ( T K i  1974). 

Leopold (1940) wrote that uniess we can rewrite the objectives of science the task of 

wildlife management is predestined to failure. The failure Leopold spoke of would corne 

fiom the b d e r  which exists between the science of d d l i f e  management and art of 

wildlife management. The art of wildlife management is the management of people mtha 

than the management of species. Achievement of this can be accomplished through a 

mutuai understanding between research programs and the people who now exia outside 

those programs, the landowner. 
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An interdifcipünary approach to wildlife management can provide an integration 

of various fields of knowledge such as sociology, economics, and ethics to f o m  the basis 

for effective conservarion action (Clarke et ai, 1996). Using interdisciplinary problem 

soLving concepts and skiiis c o u  integrate and synthesize knowledge and acti&s more 

effectively by rcducing the Eragmentaton across organizations and disciplines which 

currentiy e w t  (Clarke et ai., 1996). Further, incorporating a coalition of cornmunity 

leaden, citizen environmental groups, individuais, researchers, and practicing 

professionds into the decision making process c m  aid conservation because muhially 

accepted goals can be found (Decker et al., 199 1). in addition, the enlightenment of the 

aforementioned groups can occut through educationai prognuns which teach the values of 

the richness of species and the importance to humans of maintaining the integrity of the 

ecosystem which houses this rkhness. 

Conservation of the RMNP wolf population requires management practices which 

sustain the wolf population while &O meeting the short and long term ne& of humans. 

Management, then, must incIude conservation actions such as protection of wolves 

through sunainable population(s), research into the biology and ecolog of the species, 

monitoring in order to detect changes and manage (or control) the population (Woodiey, 

1993, interpretation and education to name a few. 

2.3 Values 

WildLife values are standards which influence peoples perceptions of wildlife 

(Peyton and Decker, 1987). More specincdy, vaiues have been dehed by M y  and 

Decker (1989) as "the perceived worth or signincance of things and typically are 

expressed in relation to the worth of other thingsw. The vaiue of wüdlife can be placed 

broadly into two categones. These are instrumental (or social and economic) vaiues and 

Uitrinsic valws (Rolston III, 1994). 

2.3.1 InstrumentaiValues 

The instrumental vaiue of wildlife includes aiI of the values that h u m w  place on 
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wildüfe (sociai and economic). Things which do not have a market value are often 

assumed to have no economic vaiue. As noted, the WAVS was developed in 1980. The 

purpose of its development was to obtain information about peoples' noneconomic, sociai 

value of wildlife (Purdy and Decker, 1989). AccordÎng to Keiiert (1996), there are nine 

basic values of nature. These inciude: utilitanan value, natuialistic value, 

ecologistÏc/scientific value, aesthetic vaiue, symboiic value, dominionistic value, 

humanistic value, moraiistic vaiue, and negativistic value. A briefdescfiption of these 

values is given in Table 1. 

Western society is driven to- a significant degree by economics. As such, perhaps 

the easiest c o n c e p ~ t i o n  of value is understood in terms ofutiiitarian (or economic) 

vaiue. Rolston (1994) beiieves that the unheaithy relationship that humans have with the 

environment is the redt  of the sociai system which forces marginalised po i l e  onto 

marginalised land so that people c m  serve their short term navivai requkments without 

the option to look at the long term effects of these actions. 

In temis of wildlife, monetary values c m  be derived nom use (consumptive) 

values such as hunting and trapping, and fiom non-use (non-coosumptive) values such as 

recreation, wildlife photogmphy and obsewation, or, indirect use values which include 

reading about wildIife or watching television programs about wildlife which do not 

require direct interaction (Bishop, 199 1). 

Rasker and Hackman (1996) found in their study on economic developrnent and 

the conservation of large carnivores that there was an assumption that coaseMng vast 

areas of land would result in signifÏcant economic costs in terms of jobs and income 

forgone. The d t s  of the study showed that in southem British Columbia and Alberta 

environmental protection is now king used as an economic development strategy. For 

example, conflict between growth and presetvation values became a prominent issue in 

Canmore, Alberta, when development was proposed for the Wiid Valley, a regional core 

area for large carnivores. Alberta's Naturai Resources Conservation Board (NRCB) 

excluded Wind Valiey fiom the development plans in order to maintain the quality of life 

provided to local residents by the Valley (Rasker and Hackman, 1996). 
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Rasker and Hacknan (1996) also foimd that nom 1969 to 1992 wildemess 

counties in the northem Rockies of the USA showed a growth in personal income by 93% 

(34,500 new jobs and more than $987 million in [mi] personai income) whereas resource 

extracting counties only grew b y 15% (2 1st new jobs and $70 million in [real] personal 

income). In addition, preserved areas increased the job base whereas tesource extrachg 

counties showed a decline in jobs. 

Dufneld et al. (1993) estimated the muai net social bewfits and costs associated 

with wolf reintroduction into Yeiiowstone and found that the total benefits of 

reintroduction into Yellowstone outweighed the costs by approxhately 10 times. 

Table 1 
Values of Nature 

NaturaIistic: 
Eco logistic/ 
Scienn~c: 

Motalistic: 
mong 
Aesthetic: 
S ymbolic: 

Ut ilitarian: 
Dominionistic: 

Negativistic: 
indifference, 

Primary interest and affection for wildlife and the outdoors. 
EcoIogrStic has primary concern for the enviromnent as a system, for 
interreIationships between wildlife species and their habitats. 
Scieni@c value has ptimary interest in the physical attributes and 
bio logical hctioning of animals. 
Primary interest and strong affection for individuaI animals, principaily 
pets. Regarding wildlife, foçw on large attractive animals with 
strong anthpomorp hic associations. 
Primary concern for the nght and wrong treatment of animals, with 
opposition to exploitation of and cruelty toward animals. 
Primary interest in the artistic ,..characteristics of animals. 
Primary interest is quantimg qualities and traits through fantasy, 
dreams, or stories. 
Primary concern for the practical and material value of an mimal. 
Primary satisfaction derived fiom the mastery or control over animals 
typically in a sporting situation. 
primary orientation is an avoidance of animals due either to 

dislike, or fear. 

Taken fkom Kellert, 1985 and 1996. ItaIics mine 

Estimates of costs included the value of forgone benefits to hunters, estimated wolf 

recovery program costs, and animal damage control costs which together amounted to 

%400,000, $478,000 and $25,000 respectively. The overail value of wolfrecovery to the 

USA population was estimated to be $10,12 1,500. Net social benefits associated with 

wolf reintroduction to the ûreater Yellowstone Area was estimated to be $9,686,500. 
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The benefits of wolves in Manitoba were identified by Stardom (1983) as fur 

production value, and the costs having wolves in Manitoba indude the loss of other furs 

to trappes, loss to livestock owners of cattle kiiled or injimd by wolves, and the cost of 

wolfcontrol programs in the province. O v e d ,  it was noted that wolfedebits" are 

considerabLy less than the total benefit to the Manitoba economy (Stardom, 1983). The 

connimptive vaiue of wolves is the value that a trapper or hunter receives fiom their pelt 

In Manitoba, the vaiue of wolf pelts in the open area aromd RMNP has fluctuated 

between $16.66 in 1967/1968 to a high of $174.00 in 1990/1991 (see Table 2). 

One economic theory is a Pareto Criterion which States that society is clearly 

better offifmemben of society are made better off while no one is made worse off 

(Bishop, 1987). But rarely does any action taken by socieîy not Ieave someone worse o E  

Bishop (1987) writes : "becaw wiidlife has no speciai place in the economic viewpoint, 

it must sink or swim in cornpetition with all the other things fiom which humaos derive 

satisfaction". That one value may be preferred to another value in one situation does not 

guarantee the same outcome in another situation (lindblom, 1974). As noteci, WAV 

provides a method of obtaining information about peoples non-economic social value of 

wildlife (Purdy and Decker, 1989). This information, once obtahed, can aid wiidlife 

managers in their decision-making process by providing information on both the 

problerns, and the opportwiities to achieve management goals. Attitudes were selected 

because they codd provide a broad look at the values, feelings and beiiefs of both the 

individual and clifSetent social groups (Purdy and Decker, 1989). 
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TABLE 2: Value of Wolf Pelts in Mimitoba 
Fur Year Pelts Reported Average Au--on Value to 

Sold Vaiue (9 T - P P ~ ~  (9 

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources 1996 

2.3.2 Intrinsic Value 

The intrinsic value of wildlife is the value that wiidlife has in and of itself. That is, 

the value wildlife has as part of a hctioning ecosystem which sustains all life (including 

human We). Wolves can provide a regdatory fhction for prey populations (Mech, 1974) 

and supply food resources to countless other species through their foraging behavior. As 

wolves are particularly sensitive to human disturbance, they have the additional value of 
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providing an indication of the ecologicai integrity of an ecosystem (Noss, 1995). 

Although the heaIth of an ecosystem is detemiined by many factors, "the presence of 

viable populations of certain species sensitive to human activities, notably large 

carnivores, aiso indicates that an ecosystem has some degree of integrity" (Ness, 1995). 

2.4 Knowledge of the Wolf 

As noted, values are defined as "the perceived worth or sipnincance of things and 

typicaily are expressed in relation to the worth of other things" (Purdy and Decker, 1989). 

Attitudes are fairly stable, evaluative dispositions that make a person think, feel, or 

behave positively or negatively about some person, group or social issue (Gleitman, 

198 1). Knowledge is distinct fiom attitudes as it emphasises understanding (Gleimian, 

198 1). People try to maintain constancy in their thought processes in order to measure the 

accuracy of their knowledge. Social cornparisons tend to be done with groups which 

share some common sentiments and social assumptions (Gleimian, 198 1). If information 

is consistent over tirne, and is validated by others, beliefs* are reinforced. 

Cognitive dissonance resuits when there is inconsistency between two cognitive 

elements (for example peoples' experiences, beliefs, attitudes, or feelings). Festinger 

(1 954) found that when physical reality becomes increasingly uncertain, people tend to 

rely more on social reality. For example, ifa persons behavior is inconsistent %vith their 

attitudes they wiii either change their attitude or their behavior. People rnay be presented 

with information that a wolfis a cornpetitor, or an animal which serves a regulatory 

bc t ion  within an ecosystem. To some, these two perceptions of a wolf may be 

incompatible. 

One method of reducing cognitive dissonance is to put a victim (for example 

wolves through human persecution) in a bad light, implying that the victim got what they 

deserved because they were bad or ed. This serves to maximize the cuipabiliîy of the 

victim of your action. People do not like to hear things that conflict with their beliefs and 

*Note: a belief is a person's assumption that a behavior will result in certain outcomes and theù 
evaluation of these outcomes (Fishbein and Manfkdo, 1996) 
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will attempt to reduce dissonance by rejecting evidence to the con-. As a remit, 

people tend to believe the pfausible arguments on their side, and the implausiib te 

a r p e n t s  on the other side (Aronson, 1992). 

2.4.1 Findings from Previous Research 

Increases in h u m  activities such as livestock production are a long term threat to 

wolves. One study done in the United States on the attitudes of Livestock producers 

toward wolves (Keiiert, 1985) folmd that of the groups studied, Livestock producers had 

the most negative attitudes toward wolves. The occurrence of predation on iivestock in 

Canada by wolves varies fkom vimxaiiy none to high levels. Wolves are reported to prey 

on calves (5-9 months old) and yearlings over adults in Aiberta (Dorrance, 1982). Bjorge 

and Gunson (1985) found that a reduction of wolves in noahwestern Alberta fkom 40 to 4 

reduced livestock morcality fiom 3.4%-2% in the two years foliowing wolfcontrol. The 

authoa noted that although thete was a reduction in Livestock mortality, more emphasis 

needs to be placed in preventative husbandry management rather than pest management. 

Tucker and Pletscher (1989) found that two groups (other than livestock 

producers) which may directiy affect wolfnumbers are hunters and Local tesidents. Thei. 

results showed that 5 1.6% of the cesidents in Northwestern Montana did not be iieve that 

wolves killed üvestock in areas occupied by wolves while 41.3% of the hunters did not 

agree that wolves killed livestock in the study area. Many of the beliefs of those who 

thought wolves would kill iivestock were based on misconceptions regarding wolves 

which Ied the authors to the conclusion that more education was required on interactions 

between wolves and Livestock. 

Hunters (77.3%) showed considerable opposition to hunting restrictions and were 

not willing to subordhate human uses of ungulates to provide a ncher food source for 

wolves. Hunters were seen to hold strong opinions about wolves and thought it would be 

challengiog and rewarding to hunt a wolf. Kellert (1985) found that in Minnesota, one 

third of the hunters, trappers and f m e a  said they would kill a wolfwhile hunting deer. 

Other studies (Bath, 1987a; 1987b) have also shown that misconceptions 
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regarding wolfecology lead to the subsequent fear of wolves damaging property. Bath 

(1987a) found in Wyoming that even ifcompensation for predation on livestock was 

given, many ranchers did not change theù opinions about woifpredation on livestock. 

Nor was it changed ZLivestock losses were to be kept below 1% (ie less than 1% of the 

cattle ranging in an area are kiiied by wolves in a given year). In general, tesidents who 

had a negative view of wolves were also found to have poor knowledge of the animal 

(Bath, 1987a). 

In his research, Bath (1987a) found that pro-wolf people tend to be involved in 

environmental p u p s  and were weU educated. People also tended to have a higher 

knowledge of woif ecology if they were from urban areas. In addition to environmental 

groups, people who fiequented Natiod Park tended to have positive attitudes toward 

wolves. Among this group there was, however, some who feared that wolves may attack 

people in parks which indicates a need for education peitaining to wolf attacks on 

humans. 

Chapter Summary 

Historical attitudes toward wolves have undergone signiscant transformation over 

the latter part of this century (Kellert et al., 1996). HDW developed out of concerns about 

how individual peoples' values of nature may influence long-terni management goals for 

some animal species. Values cm vary fiom negative to positive and are summarized in a 

WAV scale developed by Purdy and Decker (1989). Severai HDW studies have exarnined 

the social aspects of woifreintroduction (Lleweliyn, 1978; Kellert, 1985,1989; Bath, 

1989,1991; Pate et ai., 1996; Tucker and Pletscher, 1989). Bath (1987% 1987b, 1989) 

reports that knowledge scores are quite Iow for studies done in the United States. In 

gened, results show that as knowledge scores increase, attitudes become more positive. 
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Chapter 3: METHODS 

3.1 Su wey Design and Implemeatation 

A mail survey was chosen for this researcb due to the advantages maii surveys 

offer over face to face i n t e ~ e w s  or telephone surveys. The advantages of using mail 

surveys for this type of research are: nmly, there is a known opportunity for di membea 

of a population to be included; secoad, mail surveys are standardized so response 

measures are consistent; third, because they are sbndardized there is less room for the 

researcher to interpret individual surveys differently (Diban, 1978); and nfth, mail 

surveys have k e n  the most commoniy used and effective method of doing attitudinal 

research (Bath, 1987% 1987b, 1989; Keiiert, 1985,1989; Tucker and Petscher, 1989). In 

addition, mail surveys keep overall per i n t e ~ e w  costs low and costs consistent between 

different geographical areas (Dillman, 1978). 

Mail surveys are not without disadvantages. One disadvantage reported by Bath 

(1 !Wb) was that h h g  a sample of livestock people fill out the sunrey at the same time 

may have resulted in a type of group response, whereas having people fiil out the survey 

alone may have produced different results. In addition, people rnay use surveys as a 

means to try and change government poiicy by mîsrepresenting their positions (Dubois, 

pers. corn., 1997). Other disadvantages of using mail m e y s  are: M y ,  they are 

insensitive to substitution of respondents; second, there is iikeiihood that unknown bias 

fkom rehals  to partake wili be avoided; thîrd, they have low niccess with tedious or 

boring questions; and fourth, they have a slower speed of administration (Diilman, 1978). 

The survey was divided into three sections (see Appendix 2). These sections 

included: an attitudinai portion with eighteen items, a knowledge section with meen 

items, and a social demographic section with four items. The survey developed for this 

study used questions developed by Bath (1987% 198%) as a h e w o r k .  The questions 

were modined for this snidy through codtat ion with woif biologists and survey 

researchers fiom the RMNP region and Newfoundland respectively. Results for each 

group surveyed are reported in the foiiowing chapter. 
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The attitudind portion of the survey used a seven point Likert answer fomat 

where the choices ranged h m  "strongly agreen to "strongiy disagreei1. A score of one 

depicted a positive attitude toward wolves, a score of four depicted a moderate attitude 

toward wolves and a score of seven depicted a negative attitude toward wolves. An 

attitude score was computed by adding up the eighteen individual attitude scores then 

averaged to provide one attitude score for each group. 

The imowledge portion of the w e y  included physicd characteristics about 

wolves, myths about wolves and questions pertainlig to ~ o ~ l i v e s t o c k  interactions. The 

responses avaiiable to the respondent in this portion of the survey were "yes", "no" or 

"I'm not sure". Incorrect answen and 'Tm not sure" aaswers counted for zero points and 

correct answers counted for 1 point (with a total of 15 possible points). 

One week pnor to mailing the nwey an introductory leîter was sent on 

September 10th 1996 to inforni people that they wodd be receiving a swey within the 

week (see Appendk 1). The survey was maiied one week d e r  the introductory letter 

(September 17th) which included a cover letter which briefly explained the study. A 

return seifaddressed, stamped envelope was enclosed with the nirvey for easy return. 

One week foilowing the m e y  (September 24th), a reminder/thank-you letter was maileci 

out to either remind people to send in their survey (if they had not already done so), or to 

thank those respondents who had already replied (see Appendix 3). AU of the m a h g  

occurred on a Tuesàay to ennae that surveys would be received within the week they 

were sent A sepamte mailing took place for members of the Landowners Association 

which followed the above outlined process. Mailings for this sample occurred on January 

7th, 14th, and 2 1st The later date used for members of the Landowners association may 

have increased response rates as it occurred after West,  whereas the initial mailing 

occurred closer to b e s t i n g  time. Surveys retumed &er Febnüiry 17th were not 

included in the results. 
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3.2 Sampling 

Surveys were maiied out to: 74 trappers in the RMNP region who had trapped 

wolves between 19841990; 45 Manitoba Outfitters which operate in the RMNP region 

and a d v d s e  in Manitoba Nahval Resourtes aHuntiag and Fishing AdventUres" guide; 

ali Manitoba members ofthe Sierra Club (93); ail Manitoba Membea of the CPAWS 

(270); the 14 members of the South Ricihg Mountain Landowners Association; and a 

randomly-selected sarnple population (800) of residents in the RMNP region. 

Figure 4 shows the municipalities which surround RMNP (coiiectively referred to 

as the Riding Mountain Biosphere Reserve). Table 3 indicates the municipality 

populations of the RMNP region, the propmiooal sample sue nom each municipality, 

the number of responses received Eom each region, and the response rates for each 

municipality. To select the 800 area residents, names were chosen fiom municipaiity 

phone directories using Dillman's (1 978) random sampling methods. A sample interval 

was chosen which ailowed for one pass through the phone book (Bath, 1987a). In cases 

where an area resident was visible on more than one List, they were included in the group 

where their name first appeared. For example, some area residents were also members of 

the outfiaers association, landowners association or trappers. 

3.3 Response Rates 

Of the 800 surveys sent to area residents, 64 could not be fomded,  24 were not 

valid* and 344 were valid. ïhïs resulted in a response rate of 48%. Of the 74 beys sent 

to ûappers, 12 codd not be forwarded, one was not valid and 28 were valid. This resulted 

in a response rate of 46%. Of the 54 sweys sent to Manitoba Ouffitters, two could not be 

forwarded, two were not valid and 26 were valid. This redted in a response rate of 52%. 

Of the 93 surveys sent to the Manitoba Members of the Sierra Club, 7 could not be 

fonvarded, one was not valid and 50 were valid. This resulted in a response rate of 59%. 

*Note: Surveys which were "not validnwere rejected due to the low number of questions 

answered by the respondent. 
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Of the 270 m e y s  sent to the Manitoba rnernbers of CPAWS, five were undeliverable, 

seven were not valid, and 186 were valid This resuited in a response rate of 72%. Of the 

12 surveys sent to the Riding Mountain Landowners Association, all were foiwatded, one 

was not valid and eight were valid. This d t e d  in a response rate of 73%. Sen- a 

followiip reminder/thank you letter increased the response rates of most of the 

respondents. The foUow-up inctea~ed the area residents response by 17%, trappers by 

25%, outnners by 27%, members of the Siena Club by 20%, members of CPAWS by 

I2%, and the Riding Mountain Landowners Association by 25%. 

In cornparison to other mail out n w e y s  the response rates were average (Bath, 1987a). 

This may be attniuted to this king a controversiai topic. Average response rates may 

also be amibuted to inclusion of an introductory letter, the shortness of the survey, and 

the presentation of questions on colored paper. The original method outiined by Diliman 

(1 W B )  suggested follow-up phone c d s  which may have increased response rates M e r ,  

but due to the large sample size this procedure was not wd 

ï h e  response rates shown in Table 3 for each municipality shows that there was 

the greatest degree of response fiom municipalities located ea& West, and south of the 

park. Stardom (1983) reported that the highest, and most consistent cornplaints about 

Livestock predation typicaliy occur in the Interlake region of Manitoba which is located 

on the east side of the park. Lower response rates where shown in areas north of the park 

and south West of the park. More specificalLy, areas which showed a response rate of 

50.0% or higher included: Clanwilliam, StrathcIair, Shelimouth, Rosedale, Ochre river, 

McCreary, and Boulton. Areas which had a response rate of 40949% included: Gilbert 

Plains, Ste. Rose, Rossbum, and Dauphin. A response rate between 30.39% is reported 

for Silver Creek and Shoal Lake; and a response rate of between 20.29% is reported for 

the LG District of the park and Grandveiw. Ovedi, however, it does not seem that there 

is a geographical pattern in the response rates. 
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Figure 4: Riding Motmtain B iosphere Reserve 
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Sampie &es used for the &dent nweys  in the RMNP region 

S hehouth 

BouIton 

Grandview 

Gilbert Plains 

Dauphin and 

Town of Dauphin 

Ochre River 

Ste Rose 

McCreary 

Rosedaie 

CImwilliam 

L-G, DistrÏct 

S trathclair 

Village of Shoai Lake1487 48 16 33.3% 

And Shoai Lake 

Rossburn and 1267 42 17 40.5% 

Viliage of Rossbum 

Silver Creek 594 20 6 30.0% 

Totak 24,4 12 800 344 

'Statistics Canada, 199 1. Prome of Census Divisions and Subdivisions in Manitoba; Part A, 
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3.4 Reliability 

The research instnunent was pretested by two Riding Mountain regioqal 

biologists, a geography professor at Mernorial University of Newfoundland, and a ethics 

cornmittee m e m k  at the University of Manitoba's Naturai Resources lostim- 

Cornments of the aforementioned people contrÏÏuted to the nnal instrument Collective 

scde reiiability was assessed with Cronbach's aipha for the ordinaiIy scaied 18 anitudinaI 

items (4 .851) .  Cronbach's aipha is used to test the reliabiiity of intemal coosistency. A 

reiiability of 1 indicates that the participants responses are consistent for the scde items. 

A reiiability estimate of -60 was determineci to be acceptable (Ntmnaiiy, 1970). H a  high 

intemal consistency exists, then the quedons are ail measining the same thing. in this 

particdar case it was used to measure an attitude score. 

Kuder Richardson Formula 20 (KR20) was used to test the dichotomously coded 

knowledge items. Coffectively, KR20 produced a reliabüity of .60 for the 15 knowledge 

items. W e  -60 is acceptable, it is quite low. The low reiïability score rnay be associated 

with the multidimensional nature of peoplesT knowledge. For example, parti&pants rnay 

have Iefi one or several questions blank or ÏndÏviduaIs may be knowledgeable in some 

areas and not in others. The knowledge responses included ?esn, 'no", and T m  not nuew 

options. Correct answers were coded as one, incorrect answers and 'I'm not suren were 

coded as zero. ïhere was a total possible score of 15 if a i l  answers were correct 

3.5 Statistical Procedures 

Nine hypotheses were listed in accordance with the six objectives of this study. 

Objectives one and two were accomplished thmugh the use of descriptive statistics. 

Hypotheses one and two compare attitude scores and knowledge scores between ai i  

groups whiie hypothesis three compares the attitude scores between individuais who 

hunted in 1995 and individuais who did not hunt in 1995. A one way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) was used to meanire the ciifferences between groups for hypotheses one and 

two. 

There are several advantages to using ANOVA over other statistical procedures. 
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One advantage of using ANOVA is that it determines ifdifferences between samples are 

due to chance (or samphg error) or whether there are systematic treatment effects which 

have c a w d  the scores in one gmup to diffa h m  scores in another group (Gravetter and 

WaIInau, 1992). ANOVA was used as it is a procedure which can determine ciiffierences 

which exkt for two or more popuiatioos. This anaiysis process divides the total 

variability into two basic components: between treatments variability and within 

treatments variability. Other advantages of using N O V A  inchde its ability to test more 

than two groups, it can be used for either independent or repeated measures and it can 

ais0 be used for studies which have more than one independent variable (Gravetter and 

Wallnau, 1992). in addition, using ANOVA decreases the chance of Type I EnoP by 

providing a Ievel of signiscance (or Alpha level) which defines the probability of 

committing a Type 1 Error. For example, having an Alpha (equai to oc ) of less than -00 1 

means there is a risk of. 1% of committing a Type 1 Error (Gravetter and Waiinau, 1992). 

ANOVA detemiined that there was sigdfcant ciifferences for hypotheses one and 

two. An elaboration of the redts wiil be given in the next chapter- The Duncan post-hoc 

test was then doae to determine which groups were Signincmîy dinerent 

Hypothesis three was tested through the use of an independent samples t-test 

Conceptuaüy, the scom calcuiated from AIYOVA or a t-test are used in similas ways. 

That is, the t-test is also w d  to calculate the mean differences in treatments (Gravetter 

and Wallnau, 1992). The three assumptions made when using an independent-rneasures t- 

test are that the values in the sample must consist of independent observations, the 

population sampled must be normal, and the two populations from which the samples are 

selected must have e q d  variances (Gravetter and WaiInau, 1992). An independent t-test 

was chosen to evaluate the mean merences between two populations: hunters and non- 

hunters. 

Hypotheses four through s i r  compare knowledge scores with factors which may 

*Note: Type Errors consist of rejecting the nu11 hypothesis when Ho is actually true, 

Type II Errors consists of failing to reject the ouU hypottiesis which is really false. Type [I Errors 

are Iess common and are not as serious as Type I Errors. 
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be related to knowledge scores (such as education Ievel, age and gender). These 

hypotheses were tested using ANOVA in order to identify the point where education, age, 

or gender became a sipnincant factot An elaboration of the resuits is given in the next 

chapter. 

Hypotheses seven and eight sought to identify factors which might be related to 

attitudes toward, or knowledge oft woIves in the RMNP region. More specincaily, to test 

if there was a dationship between attitude or knowledge scores and peoples' willinpess 

to have wolves in RMNP. Pearson's Correlation Coefficient was used to determine if 

there was any relationship between.the variables (attitude and willingness or knowledge 

and wifigness). Pearson's is a statisticd technique which is w d  to measure the 

relatiooship between two variables (Gravetter and Wallnau, 1997). Pearson's Correlation 

Coefficient measures the direction of the relationship, the fomi of the relationship (hear 

or other) and the degree of the relationship (Gravetter and Wahau, 1992). Wigness to 

have wolves in RMNP was coded as 1 = in favor, 4 = n e d  and 7 = not in favor. An 

inverse relationship was found for hypothesis 7, indicating that there was a relationship 

between attitude score and willingness. 

Hypothetis 9 was tested with a stepwise muItiple regression analysis. Regression 

is a correlation analysis which is used to measure the relationship between variables 

(Gravetter and Walinau, 1992). Using a multiple regession analysis wili provide a 

formuLa which wül represent the relatiomhips between attitude and knowledge scores and 

peoples' willingness to have wolves in the RMNP regioe More specifïcaliy, regression 

anaiysis will enable predictions to be made about relationships between the three 

variables. For example, how knowledge score may predict willingness, or, how attitude 

score may predict wiiiingness. It WU show the effects of both variables (aninide and 

knowledge) at the same tirne. 

The sample sizes used in this study were Iargely representative of the populations 

which were sampled The confidence Ievels determined for the groups nweyed were: 

area residents 95% * 6%; trappea 95% * 20%; out&ters 95% 20%; members of the 

Sierra club 95% 15%; and members of CPAWS 95% &8% (Sheskin, 1985). 
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Chapter Summary 

The nirvey instrument used for this study was divided into three sections: an 

attitude section, a knowledge section; and a section which inquired about peoples' 

willingness to have wolves in the RMNP region. Surveys were sent out to area residents 

and five other interest groups. The total number of surveys sent out to ail groups was 

1296. There were 642 surveys retumed which resuited in an overail response rate of 

49.5%. Response rates of each group were average compared to other mail out nuveys. 

The reiïability of the attitudinal portion of the nwey was quite high (4.851) 

whiie the reliability for the knowledge portion was low (=.60). Cronbach's Alpha was 

used to test the reliability of the anitudinai items and KR20 was used to test the reliabiiity 

of the knowledge items. ûther statisticai procedures used to determine signiticant 

Merences between groups for attitudes, knowtedge and wiilingness to have wolves in 

the RMNP region included descriptive statistics (frequency tables), ANOVA, Pearson's 

Correlation Coefficient, Multiple Regression, and Cross Tabuiations. 
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Chapter 4: ATTITUDES TOWARD AND KNOWLEDGE 

OF WOLVES 

This chapter is divided into three sections: attitudes toward wolves, knowledge of 

wolves, and peoples' willingness to have wolves in RMNP. R e d t s  for individuai 

question responses are nported within the appropriate sections. Redts  are presented in 

tables which include a nmimary table. Section 4.1 look at hypotheses one and three; 

section 4.2 addresses hypotheses two, four, five, and six; and section 4.3 discusses 

hypotheses seven eight and nine. 

4.1 Attitudes Toward Woîves 

As noted, the attitudîd portion of the consisted of nine survey questions. 

A summw of the individual question responses is &en in tables one through nine. The 

results of each question are discussed in conjmction with the tables presented. Significant 

Merences were found to exïa between the members of the six groups m e y e d .  

4.1.1 Individual Question Results 

As outlined in the first two chapters, attitudes toward wolves has changed 

considerably over the Iast two decades. The study reported here does not support the 

hding of snidies done in the United States which found that livestock producers and 

hunters had the most negative aîtitudes toward wolves. This snidy does support the 

findings of other wolfattitudinal studies (Lob et ai.1996) wbich have found that 

environmental groups tend to have the most positive attitudes toward wolves. 
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Area Residenîs 344 19.2 33.3 42.4 3.9 2. i 
Manitoba T r q p s  28 Id-3 28- 6 16 4 3- 6 7.1 
~Mmitoba Outfftteers 26 17.4 30.4 39- 1 8.7 4 3  
UB. members Sierra 50 35.3 43.1 19-6 2. O 0-0 
C M  
LMB. mernbers CPAWS 186 44-7 37.8 16-0 1. O 0.5 
Lmdomers Association 8 O. 0 75, O 25- O O. O 0.0 

Area Residents 
Manitoba Trappers 
~Manitoba Outfriters 
L~IB.' members Sierra Club 
hIB. members CPAWS 
Lande wners Association 

*NOTE: % Like= the combined totais of % Strongly Like plus the % Like. 
%Dislike=&e %Dislike plus the %Stmngly Dislike, The % who neithet liked or 
disliked wolves was excluded in order to s i m p l e  the table nimmary, 

Table 4 indicates the attitudes of six different interest groups toward the wolf. A 

positive attitude (Iike) was evident for dl six groups. The Manitoba members of CPAWS 

had very positive attitudes toward wolves (82.5% me), as did the Manitoba members of 

the Sierra Club (78.4% iike). The livestock producers also had positive attitudes toward 

wolves (75%), although not as favoruable as the previous two groups. Manitoba 

Outfïtten (47.8% me) and Manitoba Trappers (42.9% me) also had positive attitudes 

toward wolves but were the least positive of the six groups. Rather, a majority of trappers 

(46.4%), area residents (4 1.4%) and outfitters (39.1%) had neutral attitudes toward 

wolves (neither iike nor dislike). 
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ffeel I have a k h k @  wlfh wofves. 

Area Residents 1 9  3.6 13.8 368 16.5 7.5 6.0 
Mmitoba Trappers 17-9 3-6 2 28.6 7.1 143 7.1 
Manitoba Oufltters 25.9 0-0 18.5 37.0 12.1 7.4 0.0 
MB. members Sierra Club 0-0 9 5.9 7 31.1 17.6 23-5 
MB. members CPA WS 1.3 0.5 2.7 33.7 25.0 1 21.2 
Landowners Association 12.5 12.5 37.5 37.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

NOTE: SDA=Snongiy Dbagree, MDA=Modeate& D&argree. DA=Dhagree. 
N=NèutralA =Agree, MA =Moderate& Agree, SI =Sirong&'y Agree. 

Area Residents 
Manitoba Trappers 
h..aniroba Outjitters 
1W. members Sierra Club 
Ml. members CPA WS 
L d o  mers  Association 

*NOTE= % Agree= the combined totais of % Agree. %Moderutely Agree. and 
%Strongiy Agree. %DrSagree=the combined tutah of %Strong&'y Dbagree. 
%Moderatei'y Dkagree, and %Diiagree. The % whrCh were neutraI were 
excluded in order to simplza the table stmtmary- 

Table 5 asks respondents to what degree they wodd agree or disagree with the 

statement "1 feel 1 have a kinship with wolves". sKinship* suggests a sharing of 

characteristics or a relatiomhip which is associated with holding a humanistic value for 

wolves. Most members of the Sierra Club (72.5%) agceed with the statement, and many 

Manitoba members of CPAWS (58.7) agreed with the statement. Area residents (30.0%), 

Manitoba Trappers (28.5%) and Manitoba outfitters (1 8.5%) also agreed to the statement 

but to a much smaiier degree. A majority of the iivestock producers disagreed with the 

statement (62.5%). One possible reason for the large number of neutrai responses is the 
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Area Residents 3-9 3-0 2-7 8.3 249 24.5 427 
Mmitoba Trappers 7-1 3-6 3.6 3.6 32.1 321 17.9 
Manitoba Outfttters 7-7 3-8 1 0.0 38-5 7-7 30.8 
IW. members Sierra Club 0.0 2-0 0.0 0.0 38.5 9.8 84.3 
MBc members CPA WS 0.5 0.0 1.1 O S  7.0 6.4 845 
Landowners Association 0.0 0-0 1 12.5 50-0 0-0 25.-O 

NOTE SDA=Smngly Diragree. A4DA=Mderateiy Dkugree. DA=DUagree. 
N=NeutrafA =Agree, U4 =Mideeute& Agree, SA =S.trongly Agree. 

Area Residenrs 
Mmitoba Trqppers 
~bfanitoba Outjitfers 
LW. members Sierra Club 
IW~. members CPA WS 
Lanàowners Associution 

* N O E  % Agree= the combnted totafs of % Agree. %Moderotely Agree, and 
%S~rongî'j Agree. %Disagree=the coinbined tutais of %S@ongly Disagree. 
%Moderate& Disagree. and %Dhgree. nie % which were neutraI were 
excluded in order to s i m p l t ~  the tabk summ.y.y 

fact that a large percentage of respondents indicated they had neutrai attitudes toward 

wolves (that is, they neither liked them nor disüked them )(see Table 4). 

Table 6 asks respondents to what degree they wodd agree or disagree with the 

statement 'Wolves are an important component of a healthy ecosystem". ALmost aii 

members of the CPAWS (97.9%) agreed with the suitement, a majonty of Sierra Club 

members agreed (86.8%), as did area residents (8 1.2%), trappers (8 1.2%)), Outfiners 

(77.0%) and the iivesîock producers (75.0%). 
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Because rkecrlkhy populafionr of woivm rrist in Nortkern Mm&obu, there ib no 
1 Cave woIves in the Ridng Mounfuin regioa 

Area Residents 
Manitoba Trappers 
Manitoba Oufltters 
MBI members Sierra Club 
MB. members CPA WS 
Landowners Association 

NO=: SDA T S ~ o n g f y  Dirapee, MDA =Modeare& Dkagree, DA=Dkagree. 
N=NeutraCs4 =Agree, UQ =Moderate& Agree, Sil =Strongiy Agree, 

Area Residents 
~W'itoba Trappers 
Ad-anitoba ûurfitters 
MBI members Sierra Club 
MB. members CPA WS 
Lando wners Association 

*NOTE= % Agree= the combirted fotals of % Agree, %Modercztely Agree, and 
%Strongly Agree. %Disogree=the combined totals ofASmngly Disagree, 
%Moderafeely Dikagree, and %DiSagree. me % which were neunal were 
excfuded in order to si@% the table s u m m q .  

Table 7 asks respondents to what degree they would agree or disagree with the 

statement "Because healthy populations of wolves exist in Nonhem Manitoba, there is no 

reason to have wolves in the Riding Mountain region." AU of the tivestock producers 

disagreed with the statement. A large majority of Sierra Club members (96.1%) and 

CPAWS members (92.5%) also disagreed with the statement. Area resident (71.3%), 

trappers (68.9%) and outfitters (66.3%) aiso disagreed with the staternent but to a lesser 

degree than the first three groups. 
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Ràving n grea!er nu&r of wolves in the Rfdurg Mountan region would cawe more 
d'ge to livesîock thun the dantllge donc by the QXiFting wo~poppuliott. 

Area Residents 14.2 7.1 14-2 16.0 29-6 8-0 10-9 
Manitoba Trappers 10-3 13.8 10-3 13-8 31.0 10.3 10.3 
Manitoba UugTtters 7.7 11-5 %7 11.5 38.5 I I .  11.5 
MB. mentbers Sierra Club 16-0 14-0 16-0 26.0 2 . 0  2.0 4.0 
lm. members CPA WS 19.6 10-3 15-2 35.3 1 7  2-7 2-2 
Landowners Associutiun 125 0-0 0.0 2 5  50.0 0.0 25.0 

NOTE SDA=Sffongiy Disagree, hWA=Moderate& DWagree. DA=Di3agree. 
N=NeuralA =Agree, Mi =Moderatel'y Agree. SA =Strongly Agree- 

Area Residents 
~bfanitoba Troppers 
Manitoba Ou@ners 

members SeMa Club 
AB. rnembers CPA WS 
L ando wners Association 

*NOTE= % Agree= the combined tords of % Agree. %Moderateiy Agree, and 
%Strongly Agree. %D&ugree=the contbined totals of %Stt-ongIy DLsagiee. 
%Moderaely Dbugree, and %Disagrec The % which were neurral were 
excluded br order to simpl15 the table m~w. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Table 8 asks respondents to what degree they would agree or disagree with the 

statement 'Having a greater number of wolves in the Riding Moutain region would 

cause more damage to livestock than the damage done by the existing woifpopulation." 

A large percentage of iivestock producers (75.0%) agreed with the statement. The 

outfïtters (6 1 SN), trappers (5 1.6%) and area residents (48.5%) aiso agreed but to a lesser 

extent than did the livestock producers. Membea of the Sierra Club (46%) and CPAWS 

(45.1 %) disagreed that having more wolves in RMNP would increase livestock damage. 
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Area Residents 16-1 6 8  21.7 30.7 140  6.8 3.9 
Manitoba Trappers 17-2 10.3 27.6 13.8 20.7 6.9 3.4 
Manitoba Ourfitters 22.2 7.4 11-2 25.9 18.1 7.4 Z4 
M3- rnembers Sierra Club 19.6 13-7 23.5 33-3 9 2.0 2.0 
MB. members CPA WS 23.9 13.0 16.8 42.4 2.7 0-5 0.5 
Landowners ilrsociahon 12.5 0.0 50-0 0-0 13.5 12.1 12.5 

NOIE: SDA=Slrong& Dtsagree, MüA=Moderutel) Disagree, DA=DrSagree, 
N=NetitraU =Agree, Ml =Moderute& Agree, SA =Strong& Agree. 

Area Residents 
Manitoba Trappers 
iMmitoba OurfTtters 
M%. members Sierra Club 
MB. members CPA WS 
Ldowners  Association 

*NOTE: % Agree= the combned torals of % Agree, %Moderate& Agree. and 
%Strong& Agree- %DWagree =the combined totuis of %Sl_rongly Disagree, 
%Moderate& Dîsagree, und %Disagree. The % which were neutrai were - 
excltuied in order fo s i m p l t ~  the table summary. 

Table 9 asks respondents to what degree they would agree or disagree with the 

statement 'Wolves have a signincant impact on the livestock indu- around Riding 

Mountain National Park." The livestock producers (62.5%) had the highest degree of 

agreement that wolves are having a significant impact on the iivestock industry around 

RMNP. Members of the Sierra Club (56.8%), trappers (55.1 %) and members of CPAWS 

(53.7%) also agreed that wolves have a significant impact on the livestock industry 

around RMNP, but to a lesser degree than the livestock producea. Area residents 

(44. 6%) and ouüïtters (40.7%) had the smallest degree of agreement with the statement. 
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Area Residents 20.5 6.5 16.3 13-1 18.2 5-9 19.1 
Mmitoba Trappers 0.0 6-9 6.9 10.3 41.4 17.2 17.2 
Manitoba Ourfitters 18.5 0.0 18.5 7-4 18.5 3.7 33.3 
MBt members Sierra Club 54.9 13.7 9.8 9.8 9.8 2.0 0.0 
MB, members C ' A  WS 48.7 12.8 20.3 10-2 3.7 1.1 3.2 
Landowners Association 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.5 25.0 0.0 62.5 

NOTE: SDA=Strong[y Dkugree, MDA=Moderarely Disugree, DAzDisagree. 
N=Neu~rai, A=Agree. MA=Moderate& Agree, SA=Strongly Agree. 

Area Residents 
Mmitoba Trappers 
Mmito ba Ourf'tters 
I V - .  members Sierra C M  
M. mernbers CPAGPS 
Landowners Associution 

*NOZ: % Agree= the combined totak of % Ag~ee, %Moderate& Agree. and 
%Strongly Agree. %Diwgree =the combined totaZs of %Strong& DUagree, 
%Moderate& Diragree, and %Dkagree. The % whieh were neutrd were 
ercfuded in urder to simplzjj the table sultfmagt 

Table 10 asks respondents to what degree they wouid agree or disagree with the 

statement 'A woff that kills Livestock should be kiIied."A majority of the Livestock 

producers (87.5%) agreed that wolves that kill livestock should be kilied. A large number 

of trappers (75.8%) also agreed with the statement. Outfittea (55.5%) also agreed with 

the statement but to a much Iesser degree than the f b t  two groups. A majority of 

CPAWS membm (81 3%) and Sierra Club members (78.4%) on the other hanci, 

disagreed that wolves that kiii livestock should be kiiied. Area residents were almost 

perfectly split on the number of individuals that agreed (43.2%) with the statement and 

the number of individuals who disagreed with the statement (43.4%). The polarity of 
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A wol/hat kilLr livctock sfiouîâ & ~rapped and reiocatett 

Area Residents 15.8 2-6 6 10-9 29.6 10.3 18.2 
Mmitoba Trappers O 0.0 2 13.8 34.5 6.9 10.3 
Manr'toba Outj'itters 25.9 0.0 2 3-7 2 . 2  3.7 18.5 
MBI members Sierra Club 13.7 11.8 9.8 9.8 25.5 13.7 15.7 
MB. members CPAWS 9.7 7.0 9.7 17-8 25-3 14.6 15.7 
Lundowners Associàti'on 62.5 0.0 12.5 0.0 25.0 0.0 0.05 

NOE: SDA=Strongiy Dbugree. MDA=Modeately DISagree. DA=D&agree, 
N=NeutraZ, A =Agtee, MA =Moderteiy Agree, SA =S~rong& Agree. 

Area Resrilents 
Manitoba Trappers 
Manitoba Outjtitters 
A 5 .  members Sierra Club 
MB. members CPA WS 
Lmrdowners Association 

*Nom: % Agree= the cornbrired rotah of % Agree, %Moderate& Agree, and 
%Strongij Agree. %DSagree=the combihed totaIs of%Strongly Disagree, 
%Moderate& Dtsagree, and %Di&agree. The % which were neutru2 were 
excIuded in order to sirnpI13 the table sf0nnrat-y- 

responses indicates there is linle middie grotmd, and the public appears to either 

"love 'emn or riate 'emn. 

Table 1 1 asked respondents to what degree they agreed or disagreed with the 

statement 'A woif that kius livestock should be trapped and relocated." Area residents 

(S8.l%), members of the CPAWS (55.7%), members of  the Sierra Club (54.9%) and 

trappers (5 1.7%) agreed with the statement. Members of the Landowners Association 

(75 .O%) strongly disagreed with the statement and ouffitters (5 1.8%) disagreed to a lesser 

degreê with the statement. 
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ziuLu2 
When livesfock is küied by a wolJ; the rmcker sikould be paidsome sort of compensation, 

Area Residmts 5 8  2.0 5-8 5 . 8  36.8 7.3 26.3 
Manitoba Truppers 0.0 3.4 3.4 6.9 48.3 6 9  31-0 
Manitoba Oufiners 7.4 3.7 3.7 3.7 40.7 14-8 25-9 
MB. members Sima Ch& 5-9 2-0 9.8 1 . 8  31-4 23.5 15'7 
AdB. mentbers CPA WS 8-6 2.7 8.6 15-0 37-4 144 13-4 
Landowners Associatron 12.5 0.0 0.0 0-0 12.5 0.0 75.0 

NOTE: SDA=Snongly Dbagree, MDA=Modeate& DUagree, DA=Daagree. 
N=NkwtruI, A =Agree, A44 =Moderate& Agree, S4 =SRongiy Agree- 

Area Residenis 
Mànitoba Tkppers 
~Manitoba Ouflîters 
hiB. members Sierra CIub 
MB. members CPA WS 
Landowners Association 

*NOTE: % Agree= the combined to fals of % Agree, %Moderare& Agree. and 
%Sîrongiy Agree. %Dbagree=the combined 101aIs of%Sh.ongly DUagree, - 
%1Moderarely Disagree. and %Dhagree.. The % which were neutrai were 
arcluded in order to simpif3 the table stunmary. 

Table 12 asks respondents to what de- they agreed or disagreed with the 

statement" When livestock is killed by a woif the rancher should be paid some son of 

compensation." A large percentage of livestock producers (87.5%), trappers (86.5%) and 

outfiners (8 1.4%) aagreed that ranchers should receive compensation for livestock losses 

to wolf predation. Members of the Sierra Club (70.6%), area residents (70.4%) and 

members of CPAWS (65.2%) also agreed with the statement, but to a lesser degree than 

the nrst three groups. 
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xauu2 
I wodd be wi&g to condri5ute monty fowurd a compensation pmgram for ranchers.- 

Area Residents 3 5  2-1 26-7 24.3 10.7 2-1 2-4 
dhnitoba T'iîppers 35-7 7-1 25.0 21-4 0.0 7-1 3.6 
Manitoba Ow$!ters 38.5 3.8 23-1 5 .4  7-7 0.0 11.5 
MBL membms Sima Club 18.1 61 245 16.3 16.3 8.2 10-2 
LW- members CPA WS 16-2 3-2 13.0 30.3 27,O 9 4.3 
Landowners Associatr'n 50.0 0-0 2 . 0  2 . 0  0-0 0-0 0-0 

NOTE: SDA=Strongly Disagree. MüA=Moderare& Dimgtee. DA=Dkagree. 
N=Nèurrai, A=Agree. Ad4 =~Maderodermely Agree, SA =Saongly Agree. 

Area Residentir 
Mmitaba Trappers 
hfmitoba ûuflttets 
MB. rnembers Sima Ch& 
MB. members CPA WS 
Landowners Associizîron 

*ivOE: % Agree= the c o m b ~ e d  totah of% Agree, %Maderate& Agree, and 
%S~ongly Agree- %Disagree=rhe conrboled totals ofASirongly Disagree, 
%1Moderateiy DrSagree, and %Diwgree. The % w k h  were n e u ~ a l  were 
exciuded in order to sr'mpl& the table suntmury. 

Table 13 asked respondents to what degree they agreed or disagreed with the 

statement '1 wouid be willing to contribute money toward a compensation program for 

ranchers." Membess of CPAWS agreed with the statement (372Y0). Livestock producers 

disagreed with the statement quite strongiy (75.0%)). Trappers (67.8%), outfitters 

(65.4%), area residents (60.6%), and members of the Sierra Club (32.4%) dso disagreed 

with the statement aithough not as strongly as the iivestock producers. 
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I tkhk that the Monilbu Govc~nmenf shooldpay coqpensanôn !O  cher^ 
fur lNQuck Iossts that me the resrrlt of wo~predrdrôn. 

Area Reskients 11.9 3-0 9.2 1 3 1  35-7 6-5 20-5 
Manitoba Trappes 7-1 0-0 3.6 17.9 3 7  10.7 25.0 
Manitoba Ut@tters 1 3.8 11.5 7-7 346 3.8 26.9 
ME members Sima Club O 1-0 6.0 8.0 2 12-0 160 
A4ü. ntembers CPA WS 9.1 1-6 8.0 1%6 39.6 13.4 10-7 
Landowners Associ4tron 0-0 - 0.0 0-0 0-0 25-0 0.0 75.0 

NOïE SDA=Slrongiy Dkagree, MDA=Moderateely DrSapee. DA=Disagree, 
N=Nëutrai, A =Agree, UQ =Moderate& Agree, SA =Snongiy Agree. 

Area Residenis 
Z1.fmifoba Trappers 
Mmifoba Uu@ners 
1bfR rnembers Sierra Club 
MB, members CPA WS 
Landowers Associiztr'on 

*NOIE: % Agree= the cumbhted totuk of % Agree, %Moderate& Agree, and 
%Strong&'y Agree. %Disagree=the combined totals of %Strongly Dkagree, 
%Moderate& Dkugree, and %D&agree- The % which were neutrai were 
excluded in order tu simpl* the table summmy. 

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Table 14 asked respondents to what degree they agreed or disagreed with the 

statement '1 think that the Manitoba Government shouid pay compensation to ranchers 

for livestock losses that are the result of woif predabion." Livestock producers were in 

100% agreement with the statement Trappeis (71 -4%) were dso in strong agreement 

with the statement. Members of the Sierra Club (70.0%), outfitters (65.3%), members of 

CPAWS (63.7%). and area redents (62.7%) were &O in agreement with the statement, 

aithough they did not agree as strongly as the nrst two groups. 



Wolvm me iming a sipnÿirat negrnive impact om Oiggame h m h g  
opportunitkes neat RUIing Mountaih Nrdi;ond Park. 

Area ResÏdents 2 1  8-9 21.0 28.4 10-7 2-3 3.6 
Mianitobu Trappes 17.9 10.7 28.6 10-7 14.3 7-1 10-7 
~bfmitoba ûufltters 26-9 7 26.9 11-1 11.5 3-8 11.5 

mernbers S ima Club 38.0 220 8-0 320 0-0 0-0 0.0 
hB- members CPAWS 44.8 - 14.4 13.8 3 0.6 0-6 1.7 
Landowners Associùhon 25.0 0-0 373 0-0 25.0 0-0 125 

NO=: SDA=Snongly Disagree. MDA=Moderately Dikagree, DA=Disagree, 
~V=Na~rol. A =Agree, W=M&ateiy Agree, SI *h~ng& Agree. 

Area Residents 
Manitoba Trappers 
Mmitoba ûutfitters 
MB. mernbers Sierra CZub 
hiB. rnembers CPAWS 
Landowners Associiztion 

*NOTE: % Agree= the combrired totals of % Agree, %Modwateiy Agree. and 
%Strongïy Agree. %Dha,ee=the combrired fatals of %S&ongly Diragree. 
%Mdèrately Dikagree, und %DWagree- The % which were neutral were 
ercluded in order to simpIz$ the table summq. 

Table 15 asked respondents to what degree they agreed or disagreed with the 

statement 'Wolves are haviag a significant negative impact on big game hunting 

opportunities near Riding Mountain National Park." Members of CPAWS (73.0%) 

disagreed the most strongly with the statement. Members of the Sierra Club (68.0%), 

livestock producers (62.5%), and outfiners (6 1.5%) disagreed less strongly and trappea 

(57.2%), and area residents (55.0%) hdicated the lowest degree of disagreement with the 

statement. 
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ZAB&&& 

Tke provinchi government should &w more woives to be hamesied 

Area Residenrs 19-5 3.5 7 34.2 15-0 3.8 6.8 
Mmitoba Trappers 7 2  3.7 22.2 222 25-9 3.7 148 
Mimioba Outjlnms 21-5 7-7 15.4 34-6 15.4 3-8 11.5 
MB, members Sierra Club 3 . 1  16.3 3 16-3 0-0 0.0 0.0 
MB, members CPA WS 492 9.2 17.8 17.3 2.7 1.1 2-7 
Landowners Association 25.0- 0.0 O 37.5 0-0 0-0 12.5 

NOIE SDAï9rongly Disagree. MVA=Moderate& Disugree. DA=DiSagree, 
N=NeutraZ, A=Agree, Ml =Moderate& Agree. SA 4nongly Agree. 

Area Residentir 
~Mmitoba Trappers 
~Manitoba Outfiîters 
LW. members Sierra Club 
LMBI members CPA WS 
Landowners Associuh'on 

*NOTE.- % Agree= the combined totak of % Agree, %Mierate& Agree. and 
%Strongly Agree- %DrSagree=the combihed rotah of %Shongly Daagree. 
%Merate& Dhagree, and %Dkugree- nie % which were neutrd were 
excluded in order to simplm the table stanmary. 

Table 16 asked respondents to what degree they agreed or disagreed with the 

statement 'The provincial govemment should ailow more wolves to be harvested." 

Trappers (44.4%) agreed with the statement. Members of the Sierra Club (83.7%) 

strongly disagreed with the statement, as did members of CPAWS (76.2%). Livestock 

producers (50.0%), area residents (40.1%) and ouffitters (34.6%) also aii disagreed with 

the statement, but to a lesser degree than CPAWS and Sierra Club members. There was a 

large number of neutrai responses to this question fiom area residents (342%), outoners 

(32.6%) and Livestock producers (3 7.5%) indicating that the majority of these groups 
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I wuuld like tu see a wovüt d e  wiId 

Area Residents 3.3 2.4 3.6 9.9 26.1 12-9 11.7 
k i t o b a  Troppers 10.3 0.0 I0.3 17.2 2Z6 10-3 24.1 
Manitoba Ou@ners 11-5 0-0 7.7 7-7 30.8 3-8 38-5 
MB, members Sierra Club 0.0 2-0 0-0 0.0 11-8 7-8 78.4 
LW- members CPAWS 1.6 0.0 1.1 5-9 14.5 11-8 651 
Landowners Associatron 0-0 . 0.0 2 12.5 62.5 0-0 123 

NOTE: SDA=S&ongiy DWagree, MDA=Moderateiy DrSagree, DA=DUagree. 
N=NetrtraI, A=Agree, UQ =Mderatei'j Agree, SA+trong& Agree- 

Area Residen~ 
Manitoba Trappers 
Mhito ba Ou@ners 
LW- members Sierra Club 
LW. members CPAWS 
Landowners Rssociation 

*NOIE: % Agree= the combined torals of % Agree, %M'oderateiy Agree, and 
%S~rongiy Agree. %DIsagree=the combined torals of %Strongly Disagree. 
%Moderate& Dkagree. and %Diragree- The % which were neund were 
crcluded ril order tu simpI~;Sr the table summary- 

neither agreed or disagreed tbat wolf harvests should be increased in the region. 

Table 17 asks respondents to what degree they agreed or disagreed with the 

statement "1 wodd Iike to see a wotf ia the wild." h o s t  aü of the members of the 

Sierra Club (98.0%) and CPAWS (91.4%) agreed that they wouid like to see a woLf in the 

wild- Area residents (80.7%) iivestock producers (75.0%), outfitters (73.1%) and trappers 

(62.0%) aiso agreed that they would like to see a woif in the wild, but to a lesser degree 

than the fkst two groups. 

The law of d i d s h i n g  rehims predicts that the more a person sees a woif in the 
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I wodd be afruid tu hukr h RZding Momt01n Nhîibnai Putk 
knowing rkm wuIves on pesent in the park 

Area Reside~s 36-6 7.4 2 11.5 10.9 3.8 7-4 
Manitoba Trqpers O 10.7 O 17.9 3.6 7.1 10-7 
lKanitoba Owfitters 346 3.8 30-8 7.7 15.4 0.0 7.7 
LW- members Sierra Club 660 8-0 18-0 2-0 2-0 0-0 4-0 
MB, members CPA WS 61.9 - 10.3 13-0 7.0 2-2 0-5 1.1 
Landowners Associarion 25-0 12.5 37-5 2 2 0.0 0.0 

Nom: SDA =Srongly Dircgree, ADA=Moderatefy Diragree. DA=Diragree, 
N=Neutrai, A=Agree. hL4 =Modearel'y Agree. 52 4rongly  Agree. 

Area Reslalents 
Mmitoba Trappers 
hfmiroba Out$tters 

members Sierra Club 
rnembers CPA WS 

Lundo mers Association 

*NOîE: % Agree= the combhed totak of % Agree. %ModmorIy Agree. and 
%Strongly Agree. %Disagree=the cornbïned totak oof%Sirongly Disagree, 
%~Mod'ately Disagree, and %Diragree. The % which were neutral were 
exciuded M order to sirnpZ@ the table summary. 

wild, the less the satisfaction they receive fiom seeing a wolf (Phillips and Seldon, 1983). 

Alternatively, the less a person sees a woifin the wiId, the greater the satisfaction they 

WU gaia The large percentage of people fiom CPAWS and the Sierra Club who 

expressed the desire to see a woIf in the wild may relate to the fact diat only 5 1.5% and 

70.0% (respectively) of these groups have already seen a woifin the wild (see Table 59). 

On the other hanci, 100% of the trappers and Iivestock producers and 88.5% of the 

outftters have aiready seen a wolf in the wild. 
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I live too close tu w ~ i v e s ~  

Area Residents 35.2 10-1 24-5 22-4 4-8 1.8 1.2 
Manitoba Trappers 28-6 Id-3 28-6 3 10.7 3.6 0.0 
Manitoba ûutfitters 25-9 18.5 22-2 18.5 11.1 3-7 0.0 
MB, members Siewu Club 62.7 5-9 23-5 7.8 0.0 0.0 0-0 
MB. members CPA WS 1 9.7 13.4 8.6 1.1 0.0 2-2 
Landowne~s Associatron 0-0 - 25.0 25-0 50.0 0-0 0.0 0.0 

N O E  SDA=Saongly Disagree. MüA=Moderute& DLsagree. DA=Dkagree, 
N=NeutraI. A =Agree. MA =Moderate& Agree, SA=&rongly Agree. 

Area Residents 
1Manito ba Trappers 
Manitoba Outjitters 
km. members Sieno Club 
MB. members CPA WS 
Lando mers  Associurion 

*NOTE= % Agree= the combhed totals of % Agree, %Moderate& Agree, and 
%Sh.ongly Agree. %Dilsagree=the combmed t o d s  of %Strongly Disagree. 
%Moderate& Disagree, and %Dhagree. The % which were neutra! were 
e-rcluded ih order to simpfza the table sumrnmy. 

Table 18 asks respondents the degree they would agree or disagree with the statement "1 

wouid be afhid to hike in Riding Mountain National Park knowing that wolves are 

present in the park." A large majority of Sierra Club members (92.0%) and CPAWS 

members (89.2%) dîsagreed with the statement. Oudittee (69.2%), area residents 

(66.4%), Livestock producers (64.0%) and trappers (60.7%) aiso disagreed with the 

statement but to a much lesser degree than the first two groups. 

Table 19 asks respondents the degree they would agree or disagree with the 

statement "1 live too close to wolves." A majority of CPAWS membea (88.2%) disagreed 
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Areyou in favor of having wuives ùr Riding Mountah Nafionai Park? 

Yes No No Opinron 

Area Residents 76.4 10-6 13-0 
Mmitoba Trqvpers 67.9 17.9 143 
Manitoba ûufltters 65- 3 26.9 7-7 
MB. members Sierra Club 96. O 2. O 2. O 
MB. rnembers CPA WS 95.7 0-5 3-7 
Landowners Associa~~on - 87.5 12-5 0-0 

with the statement. Trappes (71.5%) and members of the Sierra CLub (7 1.1%) dso 

disagreed with the statement but to a Lesser degree than the CPAWS members. Area 

residents (69.8%), outfitters (66.6%) and livestock producers (50.0%) &O disagreed with 

the statement but to a slightiy Lesser degree than the fk t  three groups. 

Table 20 asks "Are you in favor of having wolves in Riding Mountain NationaI 

Park?" A large majority (96.0%) of Sierra Club members, CPAWS (95.7%), and 

livestock producers (87.5%) agreed strongly with this question. There was also high 

degrees of agreement fiom area residents (76.4%), trappers (67.9%) and outfïttea 

(65.4%). 

Table 2 1 states 'If 1 saw a woif 1 would try to kill it" A majorïty of the CPAWS 

members (96.7%) and Sierra CLub members disagreed with this statement A slightly 

Lesser number of area residents (71 -6%) disagreed with the statement. The smaiiea degree 

of disagreement was fiom iivestock producers (50.0%), outfitters (3 8.4%) and trappea 

(35.7%). A large percentage of trappers (32.1 %), Livestock producers (25.0%) and 

outfitters (23.1%) aiso indicated that they were neutrai on the issue. 
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Area Residents 46.7 5.4 19.5 14.1 6-6 2.4 5.1 
Manitoba Trappers 7.1 10.7 17.9 32.1 3 0.0 17.9 
Manitoba Ou fltters 9 2  3-8 15.4 23.1 11.5 7.7 19.2 
MB. members Sierra Club 88.0 2.0 6.0 O 0-0 0-0 0-0 
bitB. rnembers CPA WS 91.4 0.5 4.8 1-1 0.5 0.0 1.6 
Landowners Association 25-0- 0.0 25-0 25.0 12.5 0.0 12.5 

NOïE: SDA=Sfrongl'y Dbugree, MLlA=M&ately Dkagree, DA=Disag+ee, 
N=Neurul, A =Agree. M=Moderateiy Agree. SA =Slrongly Agree. 

Area Residents 
Manitoba Trappers 
Manitoba Outfiîters 
MB. members Sierra Club 
MB. members CPA WS 
L ando wners Association 

IXI 
322 
38-4 
o. O 
II 
25. O 

*NOIE: % Agree= the combhed totals O/% Agree, %Moderate& Agree, und 
%Strongly Agree. %D&agree=the combined totals of%Strong& Diwgree, 
%Moderate& DLsagree, and %DUagree. ï%e % which were neutra2 were 
exciuded in order to simplil@ the table m m m q .  

4.1.2 Attitude Scores 
As noted in the methods chapter, an attitude score was cornputed for each interest 

group using the 18 items discussed above. This score was computed as foiiows: 

1 +O2 +O3 +......+O 17+01 = Attitude Score 

18 

A score of one indicates a positive attitude toward wolves (strongly like) while a score of 

seven indicated a negative attitude toward wolves (strongiy dislike). A score of 4 

indicates a neutrai attitude toward wolves. 

The respondents ftom CPAWS (2.4) and the Sierra Club (2.3) had the most 
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positive attitude toward wolves with average values which fell between 'moderately k e n  

(2) and ''like" (3). Area residents (3.2)' livestock producers (3 .5), trappers (3 -5) and 

outfitters (3.6) had average attitude values which feff between 'like* (3) and Iheither iike 

nor disliken (4). 

The above scores are supported by several question responses. Firstiy, by the 

response to the question which asked 'Which answer best describes your attitude toward 

wolves?" It is aiso supported by the higher number of environmentai group members who 

disagreed that a wolf that kills iive?ock shouid be kilied They thought that non-lethai 

methods of wolfmanagement (nich as relocation) should be used. Thirdly, people who 

held the most positive attitudes toward wolves were willing to contribute money to a 

compensation fund in order to ensure wolves would be present in the RMNP region. 

Other groups had lower (or no) willingness to provide money to compensate ranchen for 

Livestock predation. This may indicate that either they feel that predation is naturai, or, 

alrernatively, they may feel that the responsibility to pay compensation should go to a 

government authority. Finally, people who held more positive attitudes toward woIves 

strongly disagreed that the provincial government should aiiow more wolves to be 

harvested whereas people with slightly less favourable attitudes agreed with the 

statement. 

Analysis of variance was used was used to test hypothesis one which stated: There 

is no significant clifference in attitude scores between RMNP area residents, Manitoba 

members of CPAWS, Manitoba members of the Sierra Club, the Riding Mountain 

Landowners Association, Trappers in the RMNP region, and Manitoba outfittea in the 

RMNP region. Table 22 indicates that there was a highly significant ciifference found 

(P=<.00 1). The nuli hypothesis was therefore rejected. Duncan's procedure was used to 

determine which groups were signincantly different Table 23 indicates that members of 

CPAWS and the Sierra Club were signincantly different than the four other groups in that 

their scores indicated the most positive attitude toward wolves (2.4 and 2.3 respectively). 

Area residents (3.1) were significantly different fiom al1 other groups. Livestock 

producers (3.5) had scores which were between area residents and trappen and outfittea 
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AnalysrS of Viiance: Attitude Score by Ana  Raidenis and 5 Interest Grovps 

&imL PE S&*~S&-S. - EPreé 
Berneen Groups 5 101.84 20.37 30-72 q-O001 
Wirhin Groups 556 368-59 -66 

- laLE2st 

Duncan Tm: AtWude Score by Ana Raidents ond 5 Interest Groups 

&km kW2 Subset for abha=. 05 
L 2 * 2 

2-34 Manitoba Members of the Sierra Club A * 
2.39 Manitoba Members of CPA WS A 
3. I S  Area Residents * B * 
3.51 Landowners Association B C 
3.54 Mmitoba Trappers t * C 
3.64 Mat'roba Outfitters * * C 

Note: tfiose groups which have drJf/ering Iefters are sign@ccvtt& d@erentfiom each other, and 
fiom groups which have no Ietters 
Note also: Means scores sr'gnia uttilude toward the wo& I =strongly Iike, 2=moderateiy like, 
3 =like, I=neu~raI, 5=drSIike, 6modeeratly dLrlke, 7&ong& &ike 
and were not statisticdy different fiom any of these t h e  groups. Trappers and outfitters 

were not significantly different nom each other, but were the most statistically dBerent 

fiom CPAWS and Sierra Club members. 

4.1.3 Factors Related to Attitude 

An independent T-Test was used to identify factors which may be used to predict 

attitudes toward the woif. Hypothesis three of this study stated "There is no signincance 

in attitude score between individuals who hunted in 1995 and individuals who did not 

hunt in 1995". Table 24 indicates that there was a significant difference (P=<.001) 

between individuais who hunted in 1995 and those iadividuals who did not hunt in 1995. 

More specificaily, people who hunted in 1995 had less positive attitudes toward 

wolves than people who did not hunt in 1995. This has several implications. Firstly, 
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26.8% of the outfitters surveyed agreed that wolves are having a sipnincant impact on big 

game hunting in the RMNP region which may be perceived as a confiict with huting 

opportwiities. Secondly, 38.4% aiso a p d  that ifthey saw a wolf they would try to kifi 

it. As noted, while hunting they can legitimatety take a wolfwith any uused big game 

tag. Further, 30.7% of the outfitters agreed that the Manitoba govemment shoNd aiiow 

more wolves to be harvested, which suggests they would Like more opportunity to hunt 

wolves. A majority of outfitters (55.0%) aiso feIt that wolves that kill iivestock shodd be 

killed, suggesting f ider the d e s e  for inmased hunthg opportunities. 

T-tesî: AItirude Score by Individ~alS Who Eunted in 1995 
rurd Indïviduuals Wno Did Not Hunt i .  199s 

4.2 Knowledge of Wolves 

Part of our understanding of wolves cornes nom our culturai beliefs which have 

been developed over centuries. It is believed by some (Baker, 1993; Munson, 1994) that 

peoples' misconceptions about ecological principles can be based on prior knowledge. It 

is believed by others (Bath, 1987% 1987b; Kellert, 1996) that prior knowledge and 

expenence can influence peoples' attitudes. 

4.2.1 Individual Question Scores 

Although there is currently a great ded of iiteratwe available to the public about 

wolves, it appears fiom the results of this study that the wolf is quite misundemood in 

the Rh4NP region of Manitoba 
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Table 25 asks 'How much do you think the average adult Riding Mountain 

National Park timber woif weighs?" A majority of ail gmups indicated the correct m e r ,  

60-1 19 Ibs (28-54 kg). Ream and Mattson (1982) identified that the addt male timber 

woif weighs between 80 to 100 lbs. Some of the respondents indicated that they believed 

that aduit timber wolves weigh 120- 180 lbs, indicating that the y perceive the animal to be 

much larger than it actuaiiy is. In addition, some area residents and members of the Sierra 

Club and CPAWS indicated that they thought wolves weighed over 180 lbs. 

Approxhnateiy 3 8 .O% of each group indicated an incorrect answer or T m  not sure". 

The over estimation of size may be related to a fear of king attacked by a wolf, 

and subsequentiy lead to more negative attitudes toward the animal. Table 26 shows that 

as the preciictions of weight increased, so did the fear people had that they may be 

attacked. In addition, there was a fairIy hi& percentage (28.9%) of people who wodd be 

afXd to hike in the park that were not sure how much a wolf weighs and only 1 1.9% 

(46/388) were accurate on thek estimations. On the other hanci, people who were not 

afkid of being attacked were more accurate on their size estimations (309/388 or 79.6% 

were correct). 

Eow much do you t h i ~ k  the average ad& 
Ridiiig Mowttmn 1Vrrtiona.i Park timber wo(f weighs? 

O-59ibs *tiO-Ii 9lbs 120-18Oh O VER 180 lbs. I'M 
NOT S U E  

Area Residents 3.9 63-2 16.8 1.8 14-44 
Mmitobu Trappers 0-0 62- 1 1 7.2 O. O 20.7 
Mmitobu Ouflîîers 3- 7 59.3 33.3 O. 0 3.7 
MB. members Sierra Club 7.8 52.9 19.6 2. O 17.6 
~~- members CPA WS 5.4 61.1 17.3 0.5 15.7 
Lando wners Association O. O 7.5. O 12-5 O. O 12-5 

i'ndicates the correct (IttSwer- 
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Crossîabs: Weighf of RMW wulves und feam of hiking in RiWW. 

How much do you think the average &UN?' wolfweigh? 
O-59lbs 60- 120- over r m  

119lbs 1801bs 18026s Not Sure 
I would be @aid to hike 
in lPlWVP knowing that 

wolves are presenf in 
the p r k  

%agree 10.7 - 11.9 193 12.5 28.9 

Ro w many w d v s  aisl in Riding Mountuin Nàtionol Park? 

1-30 *30-60 60-90 90-120 OYER 120 

Area Residents 240 31.3 18.9 6.2 16.6 
1Mànitoba Trappers 14.3 23.8 28.6 11.3 19.0 
Manitoba Ourfitters 17.4 43.5 30.4 4.3 3- 3 
AB. members Sierra Club 21.4 50-0 21.4 4.8 2.4 
Ml?. members CPA WS 31.2 38-9 15.9 9.6 3.5 
Lando wners Association 14.3 9 0.0 14.3 28.6 

* Indicates the correct unmer. For this question. two m e r s  me .. 
counted as correct shce the options overlapT mtd there is no hard data 
muilable on how many wolves m e n t &  ew't in W P .  nie Oest estimte 
to date U 32 wolves. 

Table 27 asks 'How many wolves exkt in Riding Mountain National Park?" Membea of 

the Siena Club were 50.0% correct in their choice that the nurnber of wolves in RMNP 

feu between 30-60 wolves. Outfitters were 43.5% correct, Livestock producers 

were correct 42.9% of the t h e ,  CPAWS memben were correct 38.9% of the time, area 

residents were correct 3 1.3% of the time, and trappes were correct 23.8% of the time. An 
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Crossîabs: N&r of wolves ia RiWW and annual harvQsts 

How many wolves exbt iit W? 
1-30 30-60 60-90 90-120 over 120 

The provinciai government 
should allav more wolves 
to be hamesteci 

%agree 16.0 10-3 17.5 13-2 45.6 

average of 23.0 of each group (except livestock producers) felt that there was 60-90 

wolves in RMM? An average of 8.9% of each group felt that there was 90- 120 wolves in 

RMNP. An average of 12.6% of each group felt that there was over 120 wolves in 

RMNP. A total of 44.5% of people surveyed overestimated the nurnber of wolves in 

RMNP. 

Overestunations on the number of wolves present in the region explains in part 

why outfitters and trappers both indicated that they thought the Manitoba govemment 

should ailow more wolves to be harvested. Trappes, outf?tters and livestock producers 

also ail agreed that wolves are having a signiscant impact on big game hunting 

opportunities in the region, so an increase in the number of wolves harvested may be 

perceived as a way to increase big game hunting opportunities. Table 28 indicates that as 

the predictions of the number of wolves present in the park increases, the degree of 

agreement that harvest numbers should be increased also increases. Alternatively, as the 

number of wolves estimated to be in the park decreases, the degree of agreement that 

more wolves shouid be harvested also decreases. 

Table 29 asks 'Do you think wolf numbers in Riding Mountain Nationai Park are: 

increasing, decreasing, or remaidg about the same." Members of the Sierra Club 

(60.0%) and members of CPAWS (50.3%) were correct that the number of wolves in 

RMNP is decreasing. AU other groups were less than 50% correct. Over 60.0% of 
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Do yocr think woIfttum&ers h Ridng Mount& Nionnl  Park are: 

lircrec~saig *Deoeashg Remuinng about the s m e  

Area Residenrir 23.8 29.0 47.2 

Mmiroba Tiappers 26.9 30.8 42.3 

hfmiroba Orrrfitrers 17.4 - 21.7 60.9 

LW. members Sierra Ch6 5.0 60.0 35. O 

IMB. members CPA WS 6 9  50.3 4 2 8  

Landownms Associ4tron 28.6 28.6 429 

iindicates the correct m e r .  

outntters and 472% of the area residents beiieved woif numbers were remaining the 

same. Livestock producers (42.9%) and trappers (42.3%) also believed wolf nurnbers 

were remaining about the same. A lower proportion of livestock producers (28.6%), 

trappers (26.9%), area residents (23.8%) and outfttters (17.4%) believed that woif 

numbers in RMNP were increasing. 

Table 30 indicates that for the options given for how many wolves exkt in 

RMNP, the majority of respondents felt that numbers were remaining about the same. 

The belief that woifnumbers is remaining about the same is sigaincant because the same 

groups (odtters, livestock producers and trappers) over estimated the number of wolves 

in the park. Table 3 1 also indicates that as number of wolves estimated increased, so did 

the percentage ofrespondent who believed the population was increasing. 

Table 3 1 asks 'How successful do you believe a pack of wolves in Riding Mountain 

National Park given 100 chases, is at catching and kiliing a moose, one of theu prey 

species?" Although success rate can Vary with snow depth and other conditions, the 

average success rate reporteci by R .  biologists is about 13.0%. The success rate 

reported for wolves on Isle Royale was 8.0% (Mech, 1966). The success rate in RMNP 
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rduEiQ 

1-30 3060 60-90 90-120 ovw 120 
Do you thhk wolf 
ntanbers iit RMVP 
are: Inmeashg 7.9 13.9 16.5 10.5 40.3 

Rentrining 46.8 3 7.8 48.5 65-8 40-3 
about the 
same 

lauEu 
Bow successful do yocr beiieve a pack of wolves Ui Biding Mountain Niional P d  

givcn 100 chmes, ir aï catchhg and kiling a mose, one of theùprey speciès? 

Area Residmts 32 7 26.9 15.8 10.4 24- 4 
Manitoba Trappers 2 4  1 31-0 13.8 13.8 17.2 
rbhitoba Ou@fiers 11.5 42-3 11-5 19.2 IS-4 
MBt nrernbers Sierra 47- i 23.5 7.8 2 0  19.6 
Club 
IMB. rnembers CPA WS 42.2 24.1 7- O 3.2 24.6 
Lmdowners 25.0 12.5 125 30. O 0.0 
Association 

Indicotes the correct ~lllswer- 

could be slightly higher due to the high quantity of unguiates currently in the park An 

average of 26.7% of each group indicated the correct aaswer. On the other hanci, an 

average of 27.8% of a i i  groups over estimateci woif hmting success rate. Of these, 

outfitters, trappers and iivestock producers consïstently over enimated the success rate 

which couid explain why they thought wolves were having a significant impact on big 

game hunting opporhmities. An average of28.6% of each group underestimated woif 
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hunting success rate. An average of 16.9% of each groq was not sure what woifhmtinp 

success rate was. 

Table 32 asb 'What percentage ofcaale that exist in woifrange in the Riding 

Mountain National Park region are killed by wolves in a nngle year?" 70.0% of the 

Sierra Club members, 62.5% of the livestock producers, 53.8% of the outEittersT 52.2% of 

CPAWS rnembers, 48.3% of the trappers and 39.9% of the area residents answered the 

question correctiy. Some iivestock producers (25.0%) and outotters (23.1%) bebelied edt 

there is between 1-30% of caîtie ranging in the RMNP kilIed by wolves each year. The 

perception of a higher incidence of woifpredation on Iivestock (upwards to the 30% 

range) may explain why iivestock producers agreed there shouid be an inmase in woff 

harvests. Predator conaol meannes are W y  perceiveci as a method of reducing woff 

predation on tivestock 

Many people were not sure how many cade were los  to wolfpredation each year. 

For example, 41.4% of the trappers, 363% of CPAWS members, 22.0% of Sierra Club 

members and 19% of the outfitters were not sure. The perception that there is a hi& 

incidence of woff predation would Iücely lead to more negative attitudes toward wolves 

because of the direct hancial loss incurred by Livestock producen. The largemmber of 

people who were not sure of, or over estimated the incidence of woff predation on 

Iivestock indicates a need for education on this topic. 

Table 33 asks 'What would be your estimate of documented cases of (fkee 

ranging) wolf attacks on humans occuftillg in Noah America since 1800?" An average of 

32.3 % for each group indicated the correct answer (no documented cases). There was a 

fairly high average (28 -3%) number of people fkom each group who indicated they 

thought 1 - 10 cases had been documented Aknost one-third (29.8%) of people nweyed 

indicated they were not sure ifwolves attacked people or not The highest percentages of 

people who thought there had been 1-10 cases of wolves attacking people were found for 

the area residents (22.1 %), trappers (2 1 -4%) and outfïtters (23.1 %). 

hdividuals who believed that wolves may attack people tended to have a more 

negative attitude toward the animal based on a perceived threat of attack. Table 34 
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Mhat percentage of cattie that a& Ur worfrange UI the Xidng Mountain 
Natrionai Patk regiun arc WIed by woives iir a shgk year? 

Norte *Greaterthan 1-30% 3140% OYER 60% 
O But [ess 
tiran 1% 

Area Redents 3.9 39-9 12.9 0.9 I.2 
ibfanitoba Troppers 0.0 a 3  6-9 3.1 O. O 
hfanitoba Outjitters 3.8 - 53.8 23.1 0-0 0.0 
ibB- members Sierra Club 4 0  70-0 4 0  O. O 0.0 
LW. ~entbers CPA WS A9 522  6.6 O. O 0. O 
Landowners Association 12.5 62-5 25.0 0.0 O. O 

* Indicates the correct answer. 

rm 
Nor 
Sure 

WIrat  wouid be your estimate of docmtented cases ofwee rangin&) wolf 
attacks on humans occwnng in North Ameticu shce 1800? 

*None 1-10 1 O 5 - 0 0  Over 100 I'rn 
Not Sure 

Area Residents 22.3 27.7 3.7 3.0 1.2 1.8 91.4 
Manitoba Trqppers 35.7 1 7.1 0-0 0-0 O. O 35.7 
Mmitoba ûti@tem 23.1 38.5 7.7 3-8 0.0 O. 0 26.9 
MB. meinbers S i m u  CIub 35.3 35-3 9.8 2 0  0-0 O- O 17.6 
MB, meinbers CPA WS 39.8 34.4 3.2 1.6 0.5 O. 5 19.9 
Landowners Association 37.5 12-5 125 0.0 0.0 O- O 3 7.5 

Indicates the correct m e r .  

indicates that individuais who had more positive attitudes toward wolves tended to have 

the Iowest estimates of the number of documented cases of wolves attacking people. 

People with more negative attitudes (3-3.99) tended to have higher estimates of the 

number of people who have been attacked by wolves. 
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Crosstobs: Esrinatex of hamented worfatlacks on bumaas by aîîhde scon 
Whol w d d  be y o r  esti'te of docwnented fiee rengà@ wolfonacb 
on h m  o c m m g  in North Amenka since MOU? 

A n i d e  Score 
1-1-99 
slrongly liRe 
2-2-99 
~Moderuteiy l i k  
3-3.99 
Like 
4-4-99 
fVeu2T~i 
55-99 
Dk fike 
6-6.99 
Moderately dSiik 
7- 7.99 
Sirongly didike 

I 'm 
Not sure 

4-7 

29.6 

385 

23- 7 

2.9 

.5 

* 

*Note: 166 respundents believed there was no docwtented cases, 175 belïeved there w a  f -10 
cases. 23 reqondenb believed t h e  war 1 1-20 cases. II respondents believed there was 2 1-50. 
4 respondmts believed there wus 51-100 cases, 7 respondents believed tliere w a  over 100 cases 
and 169 respondents were not swe how mcmy cases there has been- 

maî ir the average pack sue of wdves i~ Riding Mountai~~ N&%naî P d ?  

1-4 5-15 16-30 Over 30 I'm Not Sure 

Area Residenrs 
hfmito ba Trappers 
~bIanftoba Outfrttets 
hf%. members Sierra Club 
LW- members CPA WS 
Landowners iissociation 

Indicutes the correct unswer. 
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Yes *No f'm Nor Siqe 

Area Residents 53.6 5- 7 JO. 7 
Mmtitoba Trappers 50-0 7- 1 42-9 
~Kanitoba Utirfiners 69.2 3-8 16-9 

members Sierra CIub 68- O %O 28- O 
MB- members CPA WS 626 7- 1 30.2 
Lçmdowners Association 50-0 12.5 3 7.5 

* Indicates the correct answer. 
Note: while wolves do d e f d  a relativeiyjùed area against other packs m 
diTetent geognphr'c areas. they do not defendjked territories bt RiMiW. 

Table 35 asks 'What is the average pack size of wolves in RMNP? A majority of 

trappers (5 1.7%), Sierra Club members (5  1 .O%) and iivestock producers (50.0%) 

indicated the correct answer, 5- 15 wolves. Outfiners (48.1 %), CPAWS members (45.1 %) 

and area residents (34.5%) were correct l e s  than 50% of the tirne. An average of23 -8% 

of each group underestimated the average pack size to be 1-4 wolves. Only the area 

residents (2.1%) overestimated the average pack size to be over 15 wolves. Ah average of 

(29.0%) of each group indicated they were not sure what the average pack size was in 

RMNP. Over estimations of the number of  wolves in a pack has a couple of implications. 

Wouldyou agree thai O@ two mernôers of a wolfpock breed in rury one year? 

Area Residents 37.7 17.2 45.1 
~Lfmitoba Truppers 62 1 20.7 17.2 
Manitoba Ourfiîters 65.8 23.1 11.5 
LW?. members Sierra Club 53- 1 18.8 28.6 
MB. membms CFA WS 48.9 15.9 35.2 
Landowners Assoctarion 3 7.5 12.5 50. O 

* Indicates the correct Llllswer. 
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Do wofves swviveprimcuiIy on berner tiiroughout the summer? 

*Yes No ï m  Not Sure 

Area Residents 6.2 46-9 46-9 
Maniroba Tiiappers 13.8 79- 3 6.9 
Manitoba Ourfitters 23.1 61.5 15.8 
MB. members Sierra C M  f 2-0 M O  44.0 
Mû- members CPA WS 13.3 46.7 JO. O 
t cmdo wners Association - 12.5 62.5 25- O 

* iindicates the correct ansver, 

Firstly, a large pack may be perceived as a greater threat to both big game and to 

Iivestock. Secondly, Iarger packs would also be more threatening to individuals who 

feared they may be attacked by wolves while hiking in the park. 

Table 36 asks 'Do wolfpacks defend a relatively fixed area or temtory against 

other wolfpacks?" While in many areas wolves do defend relatively k e d  areas, there is 

considerable overlap in woiftemtories in RMNP (Godet, per. comm. 1996). A majority 

of people in al1 groups indicated the incorrect m e r  (yes). An average of 34.4% of each 

group indicated that they were not sure and an average of 6.7% of each group chose the 

correct answer. 

Table 37 asks 'Would you agree that only two members of a woif pack breed in 

any one year?" A majority of outfïtten (65.4%), trappers (62.1%) and members of the 

Sierra Club (53.1%) chose the correct answer. Less than 50% of CPAWS members 

(48.9%), area residents (3 7.7%) and iivestock producers (3 7.5%) chose the correct 

amer .  An average of 3 1.3% of each group indicated they were not stue. One question 

on the survey asked respondents to indicate any other concems about wolves in kW. 

Many reported a concem that the population would become too large too quickly, which 

indicates they may not be aware that only two members of a pack breed in any one year. 

Table 38 asks "Do wolves survive primarily on beaver thtoughout the summer?" 

Al1 groups had very Iow percentages correct for this question. Rather, 79.3% of the 
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trappers, 62.5% of the livestock producers, 61.5% outnttets, 46.9% ofthe area residents, 

46.7% of CPAWS members, and 44.0% of the Sierra Club members chose the incorrect 

aoKer (no). In addition, area residents (46.9%), and members of the Sierra Club (44.0%) 

and CPAWS (40.0%) were not sure what the correct m e r  was. 

Table 39 asks "Do wolves unially sever the hamstrhg muscles of their prey to 

bring them d o m  (eg. moose, der,  ek)?" In many areas wolves do not sever the 

hamstrkg muscles of their prey to bruig them down, however, there has been evidence of 

this occurring in RMNP (Goulet, per. comrn.l995). A rnajority of trappers (75.9%), 

outfitters (65.4%) and area residents (55.4%) chose the correct m e r  (yes). A majority 

of CP AWS members (46.9%), Sierra Club members (44.0%) and iivestock producers 

were not sure ifwolves sever the h m t r h g  muscle of their prey to bring them down. 

Table 40 asks 'In moa areas where woIves and coyotes cm be found, wodd they 

usuaI.Iy occupy the same territory?" Whiie wolves and coyotes genedy do not occupy 

the same temtory, they do in RMNP (Carbyn, 1980). A majority of livestock producen 

(75.0%), trappers (6 12%) and outfiaers (57.7%) chose the correct m e r  wes). A 

majority of CPAWS members (38.1%) and area residents (37.4%) were not sure if 

wolves and coyotes occupied the sarne temtories. A majority of Sierra Club rnembers 

(50.0%) disagreed with the statement 

Table 41 asks 'Are addt wolves preyed on by other wild anixnals?" The m e r  to 

diis question is no. WhiIe there may occasionaily be interspecific cornpetition which 

renilts in wolf mortality, wolves do not have any naturd predators. A large majority of 

all groups answered this question conectiy. An average of 19% of each group (except 

livestock producers) were not sure . 
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Do vo~ves us&& sever humstring muscfa of their p r q  
fo brhg tbem &wn (cg. nroose, deer, el&)? 

*Yes No f 'rn Not Sure 

Area Residents 55.4 7.1 3 7.5 
Manitoba Truppers 75.9 3.4 20- 7 
Manitoba OuEfitters 65.4 19.2 15.4 
MB. mernbers Sierra CI& 42. O 140 44.0 
m. memaers CPA WS - 30.2 12.8 469 
Lando mers  Association 37.5 25. O 3 7.5 

* 1ndicate.s the correct m e r .  

In most areas where wofva  and coyotes CM be found, 
wodd t h q  IL SU^& occupy the same territo~? 

* Yes No S m  Not Sure 

Area Residents 341 28.5 37.3 
Manitoba Trappers 621  2% 1 13.8 
Manitoba Ou@ers 57.7 30.8 11.5 

rnembers Sierra CIub 26.0 50. O 24, O 
Mû. members CPA WS 25.4 36.5 38.1 
Lmdowners ilssociation 75. O 25. O O. 0 

Indicutes the correct amver. 
Note: While wolves and coyotes would not occupy the same area in many geogiaphic 
locations, rhey do have tenitot-ies which overlap in RkNP- 

Table 42 asks 'Did wolves historicaiiy occupy the Riding Mountain Nationai Park 

region? The answer to this question is yes. Wolves occupied RMNP fiom 1880 to about 

1895 at which time they were extirpated fiom the park until 1930 (Carbyn, 1980). Wolves 

have been present in the park since that time. A very high percentage of di groups 

identified the correct answer. There were differences in the number of CPAWS members, 

Sierra Club membea and area residents who did not tW that wolves occupied the 

RMNP region. 
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Are duli wuives preyed on by other wr'ld anhakk? 

Yes *No I 'rn Nit  Sure 

Area Residents 9-9 62.0 28- 1 
Manitoba Trappers 6.9 79.3 13.8 
Manitoba Ourfiners 0.0 88. O 12. O 
MB, members Sierra Ch& 16,O 68-0 16. O 
AB. rnemders CPA WS 9.5 65- 4 25.1 
Landowners Association - 0.0 100 O. O 

* indicutes the correct m e r .  

Did woives i r~or icd ly  occupy lire Rrding Mountai'n Niztionol Park region? 

Area Residenrs 7113 24.7 
Manitoba Trappers 100 O. O 
~bftmitoba Outjitters 88.5 11-5 

rnembers S e h  C M  70. O 30-0 
ME rnembers CP. WS 51.1 f i 9  
Landowners Assoclan'on 100 0.0 

Indicates the correct m e r .  

Table 43 asks 'Have you ever seen a woif in the wild?" A majority of d groups 

have seen a wolfin the wild. Of groups sweyed, the largest number of CPAWS (48.9%) 

and Seirra Club members (30%) bave not seen a wolf in the wild. 

Table 44 asks '1s there currently compensation available for ranchers in the 

RMNP region when a woif kills their livestock." A large majority of al1 groups did not 

h o w  the correct response and disagreed with the statement (100.0% of Livestock 

producers, 96.4% of the area residents, 92.9% of the trappers, 88.5% of the ouüitters, 

83 -9% of CPAWS members, and 80.0% of the Sierra Club members). The perception that 
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Hnvc you ever seen a woIfin îhe WH 

Yes No 

Areu Residents 75.3 24  7 
Manitoba Trappers 100-0 O. O 
Mmitoba ûurfitters 88.5 11.5 
M%. members Sierra Club 70. O 30. O 
&1B. members CPA WS 52,I 48.9 
Landowners Association - l00.0 O. O 

Ir zhere cumenlly compensation availabfe for ranchers in the 
RMVP region wken a wolf kilLs fheir Iive~rock 

* Yes No 

Area Residents 3.60 96.40 
Mimitoba Truppers 7- 10 92-90 
1Cfmitoba Oufltters 11-50 88-50 
LW. members Sierra Club 20.00 80.00 
MB. members CPA WS 16-10 83.90 
L a d  mers  Association 0.00 100-0 

* Indicutes the correct answer. 
there is no compensation available for the financial losses associated with woif predation 

on livestock would justinably renilt in a great deal of fiutration for people who d e r  

those losses. That fhstration, in turn, wouid likely lead to more negative attitudes toward 

wolves for people who m e r  livestock losses than for iudividuals who do not raise 

lives tock. 

Table 45 asks 'Where have you acquired your knowledge about the WOU?" 

Trappers (68.2%), livestock producers (57.1%) and outfïtters (42.9%) al1 acquired their 

knowledge about the wolfhrn personal experience. Members of the Sierra Club (35.6%) 

acquired their kno wledge about the wolf fiom magazines. Area residents (3 1.3%) 

acquired their knowledge about the woiffiom T.V. and members of CPAWS (25.5%) 
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A rea 3.1 
Residents 
Manitoba 0.0 
Trappers 
Manitoba 4-8 
ûurfitters 
MB, members 0.0 
Sierra Club 
LMB, members 1.2 
CPAWS 
Landonmers O. 0 
Association 

- ---- 

zUK&& 

men have you ofpuùedyou~ knowledge about the wo!&? 

B C D E F G H I J K  

2.0 17.2 145 2.0 4.7 5-5 7.8 0.0 31.3 123 

0-0 4.5 4 .  0.0 0.0 0-0 0-0 4.5 18.2 68-2 

0-0 143 9-5 0.0 4 8  14.3 4.8 0.0 3.8 3Z9 

2.2 35.6 20.0 0.0 1 4.4 11.1 2.2 11.1 2.2 

1.2 23.6 25.5 1.8 7.9 3.0 6-1 4-2 21.8 3-6 

143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 143 0.0 143 57.1 

A) Newspapers B) Brochures C) Magazine Articles D) Bo& E) School Other 
G) Frienrls fn Filns 9 Public Meetings 9 I: Y. @ Personai Erperience 

How knowledgeable do you feel you me about w o k ?  

A B C D E 
Area Residents 5.9 77.1 12.6 3.8 0.6 
Manitoba Trappers 6.9 24.1 58.6 10.3 0.0 
Mmito ba Ouflttets 8.0 32.0 48.0 12.0 0-0 
MB. rnernbers Sietra CIub 2.0 64.7 27.5 5.9 0.0 
MB. members CPA WS 1.6 73.9 20- 7 3.7 0.0 
Lando mers Association 12.5 625 25.0 0.0 0.0 

A) ffiow Nothing About Wolves B) Hme a Little ffiowledge C) Quite Knowledgeable 
D) Very Knowfedgeable E) Expert 

acquired their knowledge about the woif fiom books. 

Table 46 asks "How knowledgeable do you feel you are about wolves?" A 

majority of area residents (77.1 %), membea of CPAWS (73.9%), membea of the Sierra 

Club (64.7%) and iivestock producers (62.5%) felt that they had a 'littie knowIedgen 
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about wolves. A majority of trappers (58.6%) and outûtters (48.0%) felt they were 'quite 

knowledgeable" of wolves. Very few people felt that they were 'very knowledgeable" or 

had "expert" knowledge about wolves. AU groups surveyed had an average of Iess than 

50.0% correct in theu knowledge scores which indicates that they do have iittle 

knowledge about wolves. Few individuah within each group were quite knowledgeable 

or very knowledgeable about wolves. 

4.2.2 Knowledge Scores 
As noted, knowledge scores were computed using 15 knowledge items on the 

m e y .  The knowledge score was computed as foiiows: 

xK1 +K2 +K3 +K4+... +KI4 +KI 5 = Knowledge Score 

Hypothesis two stated "there is no signincant ciifference in knowledge scom between 

RMNP area residents, Manitoba members of Canadian Parks and wildemess society, 

Manitoba members of the Sierra Club, the Riding Mouutain Landowners Association, 

trappers in the RMNP region, and Manitoba outfitters in the RMNP region." Table 47 

indicates that there is a signiscant nterence @==.OOl) in the knowledge scores between 

groups. As such, the nuLl hypothesis was rejected- 

A Duncan test (Table 48) shows that area residents are signincantly different fkom 

aiI other groups, but most different h m  the outfittea (ie their level of knowledge was 

significantiy lower than the outfitters). As indicated in Table 48, Livestock producers, 

trappers and outfïtters ail had direct personal experience as their primary source of 

information about wolves. Area resident, on the other han& indicated that they received 

most of theu knowledge about wolves fiom watching television. 

Members of CPAWS, memkrs of die Sierra Club, iïvestock producers and 

trappers are not significantly different fiom each other. Livestock producers obtained 

most of their knowiedge about wolves fiom personal experience. Although the Livestock 
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Anuiysir of Yiuionce: Xkuwfedge Score by Ana Raideits and 5 Interest Groups 

Sourçe S u m o f - x  PRario F A b .  
Berneen Croups 5 203.43 40-69 6-29 < -0001 
Within Groups 555 3591.37 6.47 

Duneon Tat: &owîedge Score by Area Raidents and 5 Inferest Groups 

5-05 Area Residents A * 
5.98 iktiùnitoba Members of CPA WS A B 
6.39 Manitoba Members of the Sierra C U  A B 
6.33 Landowners Association A r~ 

6.50 Manitoba Trappers A B 
6.91 Mmitoba ûu@iters * B 

Note: those groups which have direring letfers are signi@cantly dif/erentfiorn each other, and 
j-om groups which have no ietters 

Note also: ffiowledge scores c m  acmmuIatefiom a score of zero (which indicates no 
knowledge) ta a periect score of 15. 

producers have a high mean score, the sample N e  w d  was significantiy smaiier than the 

area resident which wouid result in a hi& mean standard error (SE)*. As a result, the 

dserences between area residents and iivestock producers are not significaut. 

Moa members of environmental groups acquired their knowledge of the wolf 

through reading written materials such as books and magazines. Members of the Sierra 

Club obtained their information primady nom magazines. Their higher knowledge 

scores indicate that magazines are good sources of information. Members of CPAWS 

*Note: SE provides a measure of how well a sample statistic represents the population (Gravetter and 

Wallrtau, 1 993). Standard error is detennined by two fàctors: the vaciability of r scores, and the sample size 

used. The bigger the sample, the better the estimate (Gravetter and Wallnau, 1993). 
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obtained most of theu information fkom books. Their average knowledge scores were 

less, which indicates that books may provide Iess accurate information than does personal 

experience or magazines. 

The implication of these resuits are that educationd efforts to date may provide 

people with mixed information about wolves that may, or may not, be accurate. ln 

particular, the reliance on television as a form of idionnation about wolves appears to 

lead to lower overali knowledge scores. This is Iikely associated with the sensationalism 

utiiized by most programs to increse viewer numbers. This type of information tends to 

perpetuate the same myths about wolves which have been present in our culture for 

decades 

43.3 Factors Related to Knowledge 
Objective four of this study was to identify factors which may be related to 

knowledge scores. Hypothesis four states 'there is no significant ciifference between 

knowledge score by education level. ANOVA was used to determine if there was any 

sipnincmt ciifferences between groups. Table 49 indicates there was a significant 

difference (P=t001) in knowledge scores at different education levels so the nuii 

hypothesis was rejected. A Duncan test was used in order to identify at which education 

levels knowledge scores became sipniIicantly different. 

Annlysij. of Variame: Km wledge Score by Educaîion Level 

Source QE S&mu€Sia-MeanSauares A b &  EPi.ob 
Between Groups 4 132.83 33-21 S. 18 ,0004 
Within Gmups 5 3485.72 6. 11 

Table 50 indicates that individuals who had an elementary education level were 

significantly different fiom a i l  0th- groups with a mean score of 4.37. The Iower 

knowledge score is likely related to grade school cuniculums. Most curriculums give 

priority to math, English and basic science courses. 
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The greatest degree of Merence was between individuals with a high school 

education (5.38) and individuais with a PhD (6.43). Individuals with undergraduate and 

graduate University degree did not have tigniscantiy dinerent scores. This may relate to 

Duncan Test= Rhowiedge Score by Educution LeveC 

4.37 Elementq School * * 
5.38 K g h  School A * 
5.79 Co(lege/Onivetsity A B 
5.93 Graduate Program A B 
6.43 Pm. * B 

Note: those groqs which have dtrering Ietters me signtjtcantly diferentfiom each other, und 
fiom groups which have no Ietfers 

Note also: KitowIedge scores c m  accumIarefiom a score of zero (which rirdicates no 
knowledge) to a peMect score of 15. 

the greater amount of choice and speciaiization that students have as they pmgress 

through high schoo 1 and university curricuiums. Although the demograp hic information 

did not inquire about areas of speciahtion, individuais who had a Ph33 may have 

specialized in a field related to ecologicai principles. 

Hypothesis five stated rhat 'there is no significant relationship between 

knowledge score and %en. Individwis were grouped, by age, into eight groups which 

ranged from 15 years old to over 85. An ANOVA (Table 5 1) shows that there was a 

significant ciifference in knowledge scores across age (P=<.O01) and the nuii hypothesis 

was rejected. A Duncan test shows where the significant differences between gmups 

exist. 

Table 52 shows that individuais 15-25,56-65,66-75,76085, and over 85 are not 

signincantly dinerent fiom each other but are dBerent nom the other groups. More 

specifically, people aged 46-55 had the highest knowledge scores (6.30) and were most 
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Analys& of Vwi'ce: gicowiedge Score by Age 

Source: 
Beîween Graups 

QE sE?uam=ofSbur r res-m 
7 200-47 28-64 4.50 -0001 

Within Groups 538 3420-08 6.3 7 

Dmcm T a  fiowlrdge Score &y Age 

Note: those groups which have dtrerntg ietters are signz~cmtiy d@ierent@m each other, and 
from groups whkh have no letters 

Note ako: Knowledge scores c m  u c ~ ~ ~ ~ f u t e / i . o m  a score of zero {which indicates no 
knowledge) tu a perfect score of 15- 

Andysb of Variance: howledge Score by Gender 

Sourcec l2E S u m o f S a u a r e s M ~ s .  FRario Eh& 
Between Groups 1 89-50 89-50 13.69 -0002 
Within Groups 55.5 3628.19 6.54 

signiscantly diftierent fiom the knowledge scores of individuais 56 and older which 

indicates that this is the approximate age at which knowledge scores stan to decline. 

Individuals aged 36-45 had knowledge score of 5.95 which was sigaiscantly dinerent 
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fiom individuais aged 66 and older. Individuals aged 26-35 had a knowledge score of 

5.59 which were moa signincantly ciiffirent from individuais aged 76-85. The 

dBerences in knowledge scores across ages dates back to education Ieveis. Individuals 

who are 56 to over 85 would bave been educated when environmeatd issues 

were not as prominent as they are now. In addition many of the people who are within 

that age p u p  would have been alive during the period when wolves were extupated 

fÏom the RMNP region due to the expansion of agricdtural praaices and the bounties 

provided by the govemment to kiU pvolves. IndiMduals aged 15 to 25 were not 

significantly dinerent b m  these groups. This may be because there was a relatively 

s m d  number of individuals within this age gmup who had not yet had time to 

accumulate knowledge about wolves. 

Hypothesis six stated that "there is no sipnincant ciifference between knowledge 

score and gender." Table 53 shows that results of an ANOVA which show that there are 

sipifkant Merences @=<.O0 1) in knowledge scores between men and women. The n d  

hypothesis was rejected A cornparison of knowledge score mean indicates that the 

knowledge score of women (5.02) were statisticdy sipnincantly lower than mens' 

knowkdge scores (5.86). Aithou& statisticaüy different, the ciifferences between mens' 

and womensT scores are not substantively diffetent DBerences may be related to a past 

tendency for more men to have higher education levels and more persona1 experiences 

with wolves while hunting or trapping. This is, of course, changing and nweys did 

indicate that individual women with higher educations (who were &O younger) tended to 

have higher individual knowledge scores. 

4.3 Wülingness to bave Wolves in the RMNP Region 

Social psychologicai literature has many documented insrances where peoples' 

attitudes do not predict their subsequent behaviours (Aronson, 1992). As an extension of 

this, peoples' attitudes toward woIves may not be an adequate predictor of their 

willingness ?O have wolves occupying the area in which they Live. hdeed, much of the 
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above resuits and discussion indicate that aithough a majorÏty of di groups indicated that 

they held positive attitudes toward wolves, subseqwnt questions indicated that they also 

heid negative attitudes toward wolves and would kiü a woif ifgiven the opportunity. 

Decker and Purdy (1988) descrii a concept r e f d  to as Wrldlife Acceptance 

Capacity (WAC) which reffects the maximum WildIife population that people are willing 

to accept. Factors which may k t  WAC are: peoples' acceptance of daxnage and 

nuisance associated with a wildlife species; perceived cornpetition of the species for 

another of interest for people; the role ofthe species in disease transmission to humans; 

and the values pIaced on the species (Decker and Rndy, 1 988). 

4.3.1 Individual Question Scores 
Table 54 asks 'What is your primary reason for being againsc having wolves 

in Riding Mountaui Nationai Park?". AU members of CPAWS and area residents 

(94.4%) who were a g a h  having wolves in RMNP indicated that it was because wolves 

may attack people. Ali trappers and 57.0% of the outfiners indicated that theV primary 

reason for being agaiast having wolves in RMNP was a reduction of big game animals. 

Livestock producers (1 00.0%) who were not in favor of having wolves in RMNP 

indicated that it was because Livestock losses are unacceptabIy hi&. Members of the 

Sierra Club (1 00.0%) who were not in favor of having wolves in RMNP indicated that it 

was because wolves killed more animais thm they needed to h v e .  

Three questions were included on the m e y  to detennine ifpeople who oppose 

hawig wolves in RMNP wouid change their opinions if ceriain compromises were 

offered. For example, Table 55 inquïres 'If you are not in favor of having wolves in 

Riding Mountain National Park would your opinion change if a program of fianciai 

compensation for livestock losses atûibuted to wolves was implemented?" AU of the 

livestock producers indicated that their opinion wouid change if financial compensation 

was provided for livestock losses. A majority of trappers (66.7%) and outfitters (62.5%) 

indicated that their opinion would not change. Area residents (39.0%) indicated that their 

opinion would not change, but to a lesser degree than trappes and outfifien. Haif of the 
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mai Oyourprîh~ry reason for M g  ugaim havihg woives 
rir Rïding Mount& Niionai Park? 

Area &sidents 33.0 55-6 944 8.3 50.0 19.4 444 19.7 47.2 
Manitoba 0.0 id0 20.0 0-0 40-0 0-0 0.0 0.0 20-0 
Trappers 
hfanitoba 3 57-0 14.3 0-0 3 0-0 143 0.0 429 
ûutfrtîers 
kBmembers 0-0 0-0 0-0 0.0 0-0 100 0-0 0-0 0.0 
Sierra Club 
hB.ntembers 0-0 0.0 200 100 200 0.0 IO0 0.0 100 
CPAWS 
Lundotwter-s 100 0-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0-0 0-0 0.0 
Association 

Aj Livestock losses me unacceptabiy high B) An Unacceptable declhe in big game 
mimals C) Wolves may attuckpeople L)) Wolves serve no ecoiogicaipurpose E) 
Wolves kill mare unimals than they need to for mival 1;3 Because 1 don 't fike wolves 
G) Wolves muy scate oflto&ts 4 Wulves me pe- 9 Thme me no benepts to havritg 
wolves h the park 4 Orher 

Note: Ofthe ritdividwIs m e y e d  51 were not rirfavor of having w o h  in RLZaVPRLZaVP Tharflgure 
break down as foilows: 36 orea tesidents. 5 trappes. 7 ouij?.ers, 1 Sima club member, 1 
CPA WS member. and one lfvestockprocfucr, The respondents could have more t h  one 
response to the question which ir why theri scores cwndomteïjt exceed 100%- In addition. 
alrhough those not n> favor of hmtmg wolves in RMAP responded 8i a certain way. here was 
also a few mdividual in favor of having wolves m RMiVP, but tht sharedsome of the s m e  
concerns as those not in fmor. Fur example, I member of CPA WS was opposed to wolves rii 
RLW but 2 membersfeated thut wolves may altackpeople- 

Sierra Club members indicated that their opinion wouid change with implementation of a 

compensation fund and di of the members of CPAWS indicated they had no opinion on 

the issue. 

fable 56 asked 'If you are not in favor of having wolves in Riding Mountain 

National Park wouid your opinion change ifit were possible to hold livestock Iosses at 

less than l%? In keeping with other studies, di of the livestock producers stated that their 

opposition to having wolves in RMNP would not change if livestock losses were held 
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Ifyou me not in fovor of hmUg woives in Rcdiirg Mountain Ndonal Park 
wodd your o w o n  chmge r u  pmgtam offinancial compensan'onfo~ 

livestock fosses aîttibded to wofves war implemented? 

Yes No No Ophion 

Area Residents 16.9 39. O 34.2 
Manaloba Trappers 11-1 66.7 22.2 
Manitoba Owfiiîers 12.5 625 25. O 
MB. members Sierra C M  IO. 0 50- O 0-0 
MB. members CPA WS 0-0 O. O 100 
Lando~vners Associafion 100 0.0 O. O 

Ifyou are not ifl fpvor of having woives ih Rtding Mowrtain Naionel P d  
woufd your opinion change &Tir were possible ro hold Iivestock fosses 

crt las than I%? 

Yes No No Opinion 

Area Residents 16. O 32. O 52. O 
Manitoba Trqppers O. O 66- 7 33.3 
Mmitoba Ou@tters O. O 57.1 42.9 
MB. members Sierra Club 0.0 100 0.0 
M. rnembers CPA WS 0-0 25- O 75- O 
Lando mers Association O. O 100 O. 0 

uyou are not h favor of havr'ng wolves in Riding Mountain National Park, wwould 
your opinion chmge ryoniy the woives that killed live~lock were killed? 

Yes No No Opinion 

Area Residents 26.9 35.9 3 7.2 
Mimitoba Trappers 33.3 55- 6 11-1 
Manitoba Oufltters 0. O 85.7 14.3 
MB. members Sierra Club O. O 100 0.0 
A 5 .  members CPA WS 25. O O. O 75. O 
Lado mers Association 0.0 100 O- O 
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z z L L u  
mat yorvprimaty reason for being in fmor of having 

w o h  in Riding Mounfaii Naional Park? 

Area 0 28.2 73-0 9-7 8.9 10-8 9.7 46 3-1 3-4 
Residents 
~Monitoba 68.4 36.8 73.7 10-5 10.5 21.1 8 47-4 26.3 5-3 
Trappers 
~Wmifuba 29.1 29.4 70-6 . 17.7 9 8 11-8 17.7 11.8 0.0 
Ourfrîters 
MB.rnembers 29.2 18.8 85.4 X f  6.3 8.3 4 2  0.0 0-0 2.1 
Sierra Club 
hB.members36.3 18.4 83.8 5.0 6 6 X I  1-7 1.1. 1.7 
CPAWS 
Landoumets 9 14.3 7 0.0 0.0 28-6 0.0 28-6 0.0 0.0 
Associuîion 

A) Becmrre rhey have rhe n'ght to exist B) So/uhre generatrim c m  enjoy fhem 
C) Becme they me importmt members of rire ecological comnunity D) To phorograph 
them E) Becme of thek vaiue to science and resemch f3 Becme l i n  very fond of 
wohes G) Because they may attract tolrriFts To be able tu harvest theBr p e l .  9 So 
thar some people will be able to hrart ihem 4 Other 

More: Ofrhe indkviduais m e y e d  529 bdividuais were in fmor ofhovntg wuives in fiW. ï%ar 
Bgure breaks dom as follows: 259 area residene 19 tmppers. 1 7 o@tters, 48 Sierra club 
members. 179 CPA WS mem6er~. and 7 [ivestock producers. n e  heeepndents couid have more 
[han one responre ro the question which is why the* scores CflrnUIatively exceed 100%. 

below 1%. A majority of outfiteers (66.7%) and Sierra Club members aiso indicated their 

opinion would not change if livestock Losses were kept below 1 %. CPAWS memben 

(75%) indicated that they had no opinion about the issue- 

Table 57 asked 'ifyou are not in favor of having wolves in Ridùig Mountain 

National Park, would your opinion change ifody the wolves that killed livestock were 

killed?" AU of the livestock producers and members of the Sierra Club indicated that 

killing the wolves who kili Livestock would not change their opposition to having wolves 

in RMNP. A majority of outfïtters (85.7%) and trappers (57.1%) also indicated that their 

opinion wouid not change. Area residents (35.9%) and CPAWS members (25.0%) 
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indicated theu opinions would not change, but to a much lesser degree than the £ïrst four 

groups. 

Table 58 asks 'What is your primary reason for being io favor of ha- wolves in 

Ridkig Mountain National Park?" A large majority of members of the Sierra Club 

(83.4%) and CPAWS (83.8%) were in favor of having woIves in RMNP because they 

believed they were important members of the ecolopicai community. This was also the 

most kquent reason given by trappers (73.7%), area residents (73 .O%), iivestock 

producers (71 -4%) and outfitters (70.6%). Nearly 70.0% of the trappea, 44.0% of area 

residents, 42.9% of livestock producers, 36.3% of CPAWS rnembers, 292% of Sierra 

Club members and 29.1% of oud?tters aiso indicated that they were in favoc of having 

wolves in the RMNP region because they had the n&t to e x i h  Trappers (47.4%) and 

Iivestock producers (28.6%) also indicated they were in favor of having wolves in the 

RMNP region in order to be able to hamest theu pelts. 

4.3.2 Willingness Scores 
In order to detemiine any relationships between attitude or knowledge scores and 

willingness to have wolves in RMNP, Pearson Correlations were performed. Hypothesis 

seven stated * There is no signincant relationship between attitude scores and willingness 

to have wolves in the RMNP region." The results in Table 59 indicates an r vdue of .66 

and Fc.00 1 suggesring that there was in fact a sienificaut relationship between attitude 

scores and peoples' willingness to have wolves in RMNP. As peoples' attitudes became 

more positive, their willùlgness to have wolves in RMNP region increased, As attitudes 

became more negative, willingness to have woives in the region declined. Since P <.O5 

the nuil hypothesis was rejected. An t value of -44 explains approxhately 44% of the 

total variance. 

Hypothesis eight stated "There is no signincant relationship between knowledge 

scores and willingness to have wolves in the RMNP region." Table 60 indicates there is a 

significant relationship between knowledge scores and peoples' willingness to have 

wolves in the RMNP region (P=<.OO 1) so the nul1 hypothesis was rejected. An r value of 
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Petuson CorreIoiion: Aîti2u& Score Relàted tu Wingness - 
fo Have WoIves in the RMNP Region 

fiowledge Are you in fmor of havhg wolves in RiW? 

Pearson's bowledge 1.0 -66 
CorreIation Are you in .66 1. O 

fmor ? 
S& (2-TaiIeg fiowledge ,000 

Are you m ,000 - 
favor? 

N Knowledge 562 562 
Areyou in 562 638 
fovor? 

Pearson Correlation: fiowledge Score Relored to WiUingness 
to Have Woives in the RMW Rcgian 

KitowIedge Are you in fmor ofh&g wolves in RMP? 

Pearson S ffiowledge 1.0 -25 
Correlation Are you in -25 1.0 

fmor? 
Sig. ( 2 - T d e a  ffiowkdge ,000 

Are you in .O00 
fmor ? 

N Kiiowledge 561 560 
Areyou in 560 638 
favor? 

0.25 indicates that there is a statisticdy significant relationship berneen knowledge score 

and w i ~ g n e s s  to have wolves in the RMNP region. The redts show that as knowledge 

about the wolf increased, so did willingness to have wolves in the RMNP region. Lower 

knowledge scores were associated with lower willingness to have wolves in the RMNP 

region. The F value of .O6 explains approximately 6% of the total variance. While this is 

a statisticaily signincant relationship, in general there was relatively s m d  ciifferences in 

knowledge scores across sarnples. Overail, aü scores were less than 50%. 
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Multiple regression was used to identa factors which may be used to predict 

willkigness to have wolves in the RMNP region (see Table 61). The regression equation 

is 

Y= 1.64+ 1.12(Attitude Score) 

Table 61 shows that the above variable represents 42% of the variabiüty (e.42). Five 

other variables were included in the regression which were not statisticaily signincant at 

P=.O5. These variabies included: knowledge score (-20 14); hunter vs non-hunter (-0653); 

age (-7229) ; education (-5222); and gender (-9050). 

As noted, respondents *th more positive attitudes toward wolves were more 

vdihg to have wolves in the RMNP region, which is not nrrprising. This information is 

useful to those agencies who manage wolves in the RMNP region as information 

gathered on attitudes can be used to predict peoples' willingness to have wolves present 

in the region. 

Because attitudes are indicated to be a good predictors of willingness to have 

wolves in the RMNP region, a multiple regression was done to see which variables 

(knowledge score, age, gender, education and hunter vs non-hunter) contributed to 

attitudes. The regression equation is shown below: 

Y-4.3 9-.26(education level) -. 1 3 (knowledge score) 

+ .23(gender)-lO(hunter vs non-hunter) 

Table 62 shows that four of the five variables were good predictors of attitude at P=.Oj. 

These variables hcluded: education level(< -000 1); knowledge score (1 .O00 1); gender 

(.O03 1); and hunter vs non-hunter (.O 120). The only variable which was not included in 

the equation was age (3 884). 

CoIiectively, aii variables in the equation explain a total of 3 1% of the-variance. 

Education level entered the equation fint and explained 17% of the total variance. As 

education level increaseà, attitudes toward wolves also increased. Knowledge score was 

the second variable to enter the equation and explained an additional 1 1% of the total 

variance. As knowledge scores became higher, attitudes toward wolves became more 

positive. 
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naL&H 

1. Respondents with a more posirive uttihde were more willing fo have wolves in the RMP 
region than were respondents with Iess positive am-&es to w a ~ d  wolves. 

Muftipie Regressio~: Predietions of Factors mich In/luence Attitudes 

& VbriabIe &fiiZt[de r r f  
i Education Level (-001 -41 -17 
2 Kir0 wledge Score q.001 -53 -28 
3 Gender (001 3 4  -30 
4 Hmter vs Non-Htmter .O 1 -55 .3 1 

I Respundenrs with higher education leuel. tended to have more positive anindes toward 
wolves t h  did respondents wr'rh lower education levels. 

2 Respondenu who hod higher knowledge scores had more positive attitudes towmd 
wolves than did respondents with Iower knowledge scores. 

3 Mens' attitude scores tended to be higher thm womens ' attirude scores. - 
4 Hiinters tended to have less positive attirudes towmd wolves t h  did non-hunters who 

tended to have more positive attitudes toward wolves. 

The third variable to enter the equation was gender which explained an additional 2% of 

the total variance. Women had more positive aaitudes toward wolves than men did More 

specifically, over 70% of the women surveyed either strongiy liked or moderately liked 

wolves whereas only 52% of the men sweyed strongly liked or moderately Wed wolves. 

Whether a person hunted or did not hunt in 1995 was the fourth variable to enter 

the equatïon and explained 1% of the total vaciance. People who hunted in 1995 tended to 

have less positive attitudes toward wolves than did people who did no t hunt in 1 995. 
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Chapter Summary 
Although a majority of survey respondents indicated that they had positive 

attitudes toward wolves, subsequent question responses indicated that they also had 

negative attitudes toward wolves which were associated with misconceptions they held 

about wolfecology and behaviour. The knowledge scores of all groups was below 50.0% 

correct which indicates people have little knowledge about wolves in the RMNP region. 

In addition, peoples' wilhgness to have wolves in the RMNP region was also directly 

linked the theu knowledge of wolfecology and behavior. More specificdy, as 

knowledge scores decreased, so did the willingness to have wolves in the RMNP region. 

A predictive relationship was found to exist between attitudes toward wolves and 

willingness to have wolves in the RMNP region. A M e r  analysis showed that attitudes 

can be predicted based on peoples' kaowledge about wolves, whether a person hunts or 

does not hunt, education level, and gender. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS Chapter 5: CONCLUSIONS AND 

5.1 Conclusioas 

The primary purpose of this practicum was to identify, document and analyse the 

attitudes and knowledge of RMNP area residents, Manitoba members of Canadian Parks 

and Wildemess Society (CPAWS), Manitoba members of the Sierra Club, the Riding 

Mountain Landowners Association (who represent livestock producers), Trappen in the 

RMNP regiou, and Manitoba Outntters in the RMNP region. Information obtaiaed fiom 

the study will hopefully be used to develop a wolfmanagement strategy and educationai 

pro- in the RMNP region. The specfic objectives were to: 1) to measure and 

document attitudes toward wolves in the RMNP region; 2) to measure and document 

knowledge about the wolf; 3) to iden@ any ciifFerences which may exist between 

groups; 4) to identify factors which may be related to knowledge scores; 5) to identify 

factors which may be related to willingness to have the population of wolves in the 

RMNP region; and 6) to provide recommendations for wolf management and educationai 

programs in the RMNP region. 

The use of three research tools fiterature reviews, mail survey and various 

statistical procedures) redted in accomplishment of the generd purpose and specific 

objectives of this snidy. The fiterature review done on historical attitudes toward wolves, 

values of wildlife and human dimensions research indicated that attitudes toward wolves 

are becoming much more positive and can be related to peoples' willingness to live near 

wolves. It was also discovered tbat knowledge about wolves cm play an important role in 

both attitudes toward wolves and willingness to have wolves in the region. 
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Public Attitudes Toward the RMNP Wolf Population 

5.2.1 Attitude Tbeory 

Some of the most recent human dimensions research focws on public attitudes 

toward predatoa, notably public anihdes toward woifreintroduction into various areas in 

North America. The fiteratme shows that there is a strong predictive relationship between 

public attitudes toward wolves and peoples' willingnas to have wolves reintmduced into 

an area. The research presented here provides information about how peoples attitudes 

towards wolves may differ when there is an exkting population rather than one which is 

proposed for reintroduction. 

The study redts  presented here have shown ciifferences in the attitudes betweeo 

two of the six dinerent interest groups shown here and those surveyed in woif 

reintroduc tion sites. Although they shared similar management concems, hunters and 

livestock producen in reintroduction areas had largely negative attitudes toward wolves, 

whereas hunters and livestock producers in the RMNP region reported having largely 

positive attitudes toward the animai. 

One of the most notable differences between values described in woif 

reintmduction areas versus an area where they already exkt is the large majority of ali 

groups who indicated that they beiieved that wolves were an important part of a 

ecosystem. This may have k e n  contributing to the broader range of attitudes in this 

study. Attitudes in reintroduction sites tend to be more polarized ('love em' or 'hate em') 

than they were in this area which has had wolves occupying it historicdy. Kellert's study 

(1 985), for example, showed that there was a range of values fiom very negative to very 

positive. 

The ciifferences between attitudes in reintroduction areas and areas with existing 

populations of wolves could aid in reintroduction efforts. Providing information to 

residents in reintroduction areas about how living with wolves has, or has not, affected 

the üvelihoods of people in area were wolves currently range could provide people with 

some assurance that there is not always high incidences of wolf predation on livestock. 
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Within the RMNP region, information gathered on attitudes has the potentid of 

providing wildlife managers with information pertaining to the concerns that local 

residents have about wolves in the region and their management (see m end& D) and it 

may also provide information that c m  strengthen the relationships beîween land 

managea and local residents. 

5.2.2 Techniques Used 

The methods which were used in this saidy to measuce attitudes toward wolves 

have been used in a number of other attitudinal shidies (Bath 1987% 1987b; Keliert, 

1985). The techniques used for acquiring information on public attitudes appear to be 

well niited to studies such as this one. As noted, there are advantages and disadvantages 

to using a mail m e y .  The use of a mail survey allows a large number of people to be 

contacted over a short period of thne. On the other hanci, there may be biases inherent in 

peoples' responses. 

5.2.3 Results in this Case 

The results of this study iodicated that all  six groups surveyed had positive 

attitudes toward wolves. This information does not support research f?om the United 

States which found that livestock producers and hunters (here represented by outnttea) 

tend to have the most negative attitudes toward wolves (Keilert, 1985; Bath 1987b). One 

explanation for the difference in resdts may be the smali sample size of livestock 

producers used in this study. A larger sample may have produced different resuits. On 

the other hand, this study does support the literature which suggests that environmental 

group membea tend to have the most positive attitudes toward wolves. 

AU of the groups surveyed were in strong agreement that wolves are important 

members of the ecologicd communïtyty This rnay be a factor contributing to the positive 

attitudes expressed by participants. Recognition of the role wolves play in an ecosystem 

is referred to by Kellert (1996) as an ecologistic value. AU of the groups also felt that the 
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wolves had the right to exi* suggesting they also held moralistic values. The third most 

popular reason given by m a  residents, outfStters7 Sierra Club memben and CPAWS 

members for king in favor of having wolves in RMNP was so future generations could 

enjoy them. This suggests that these groups ais0 have naturalist values. They likely enjoy 

the direct experience and exploration of nature. Trappers and livestock producers both 

indicated that they were in favor of having wolves in the region so they could harvest 

their pelts. Although t h e  values were the most fkquently expressed, people also 

indicated (through answer selection) they held scientific, aesthetic, humanistic, and 

dorninionistic values (for more iaformation on these please d e r  back to section 2.3). 

The primary reasons given by those people not in favor of having wolves in 

RMNP represented negativistic values. Specificaiiy, ail of the choices given in the 

questionaire represented a fear or aversion to wolves which probably arose h m  

misconceptions about woifecology and/or behavior. For moa groups, the most popular 

choices were a fear of attack on people, or that wolves may reduce big game htmting 

opportunities. Peoples' fear of wolves was quite evident in some of the written 

comments included in AppendVr D. Livestock producers were more concerned that 

Livestock Iosses would be unacceptably high. 

When given three choices of compromises (see Tables 50-52) which could 

increase the willingness of those not in favor of having wolves in the RMNP region, all 

options were consistently rejected. This indicates that those individuals not in favor of 

having wolves in the RMNP region are likely to reject any of the options that may be 

presented to them. 

Several of the groups felt that wolves that kill iivestock should be trapped and 

relocated rather than kiiied. Livestock producen, outfiaers and trappers on the other hand 

al1 felt that wolves that kill livestock should be killed. The preference to kill a wolf rather 

than relocate it may be associated with utilitarian values held by these three particular 

groups. This may aiso be related to the direct impact that cattle predation can have on the 

livestock producers livelihoods. Relocation of wolves codd just be moving the problem 

to another area In al1 likelihood, relocatioa would have to be to a different area of 
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Manitoba shce RMNP is not large enough to permit such an activity. 

The ody group that felt the Govemment of Mdtoba shouid increase wolf 

harvests was the trappers. This is iikely becaw they eam their livelihoods through 

harvesting the pelts. Trappers also felt that the wolfpopulation in RMNP was increasing 

so an iacreased harvest wouid be reasonable. Trapper estimates of the number of wolves 

currently present in the park were hi& Uidicating m e r  that they are not aware of 

recent population declines. The primary reason that trappers were opposed to having 

wolves in RMNP was their perception that wolves reduced big game huting 

opportunîties. 

Mech (1970) found that based on biornass consurned per wolf, wolves could 

influence prey populations if the predator/prey ratio was 1: 1 1,000 kg per wolf. This 

biomass amount is equivalent to approximately 30 mooselwolf or 37 e Wwoif based on 

data fiom RMNP (Goulet, pers. corn. 1997). The current populations of moose and eik in 

hW are approximately 4200 and 5000 respectively which more than satisfies the 32 

wolves food requirements. As such, wolves are probably not providing a regdatory 

function to those populations of ungulates in the park. 

The prhary implication of the conclusions drawn are that attitudes are much 

more complex thau they nnt appear. Although individuais report having positive 

attitudes toward wolves, these attitudes are o h  associated with some negative attitudes. 

In order to better understand attitudes, it is critical to investigate the underiying 

knowledge respondents have about wolves. 

5.3 Public Knowledge o f  Wolves in the RMNP Region 

5.3.1 Knowledge 

The information provided by this research contributes to the existing body of 

evidence that as knowledge about wolves increases, attitudes toward wolves tend to 

become more positive. Overd, most individuals acquired their knowledge about wolves 

fiom personal experience, magazines, T.V., and books. Trappen, üvestock producers and 
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out£itters primariiy Uidicated that their knowledge was a direct r e d t  of their personai 

experience with wolves. These three groups obtained the highest knowledge scores of alI 

the groups surveyed. Sie= Club members and members of the CPAWS tended to acquire 

their information about woIves h m  written materiaIs such as magazines and books. Area 

reidents received most of their information h m  watching T.V. programs about wolves. 

53.2 Techniques Used 

The methods which were wd in this study to measure public knowledge about 

wolves have been used in a number of other studies (Bath 1987a, 1987b; K e l i e ~  1989). 

The techniques used for acquiring information on public knowiedge about wolves 

appears to be weii suited to studies such as this one. The additional technique of using 

crosstabs to strengthen associations between variables aided in confbmhg associations 

which were thought to ex& 

5.3.3 Resuits in this Case 

As noted, cade predation on livestock has been minimal in the RMNP region. 

Table 29 showed that fauly high percentages of ail groups were aware that livestock 

Iosses were greater than O but Iess than 1%. Many of the groups, however, aiso had hi& 

percentages of people who did not know what the incidence of woifpredation on 

livestock was for the RMNP region- 

AIthough aimost dl people nrrveyed were not aware there is cunentiy a 

compensation fund for Livestock producen, aU groups agreed that livestock producers 

should receive some compensation for Livestock predation. Though aU groups (except 

Livestock producers) agreed they wodd be willing to contniute monies to a 

compensation finid, CPAWS members were the most willing to contribute. The above 

average willingness of the members of the CPAWS to contribute to a compe~ation fund 

may be atûibuted to two things: first, they held the most positive attitude toward wolves 

which corresponds to a greater desùe to have wolves present in the RMNP region; and 
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second, a majority of the respondents were fiom urban areas and therefore may lack 

direct negative interaction with wolves such as iivestock predation losses. 

AU of the gcoups indicated that they felt the Govemment of Manitoba should 

provide compensation for iivestock prrdation by wolves. The unwillingness of iivestock 

producers to contribute to a compensation fùnd may indifate a Less positive anmide 

toward havgg wolves in the park than shown by individuais who would conaibute to a 

compensation program. 

It is aiso interesting to note that a very hi& percentage of ai i  groups were not 

aware that wolves supplement their diet with beaver in the summer. The nmber of 

beaver in RMNP in 1996 was estimated between 15,000 and 20,000 (Dubois, pers. corn. 

1997). Hahg  a large population of beaver has resulted in a great ded of crop damage for 

landowners in outiying areas. Having the knowledge that beaver are one of the woIves 

food sources may be a good way of fostering tolerauce of those who opposed ha* 

wolves in RMNP. 

5.4 Wiilingness to Have Wolves in the RMNP Region 

5.4.1 WildliTe Acceptance Capacity (WAC) 

As note& Wddlife Acceptance Capacity (WAC) reflects the maximum wiIdlife 

population that people are +g to accept (Decker and Purciy, 1988). Decker and Purdy 

(1988) reported that factors which may limit WAC are: peoples' acceptance of damage 

and nuisance associated with a wildlife species; perceived cornpetition of the species for 

another of interest for people; the role of the species in disease transmission to humans; 

and the values placed on the species. Two factors which may iimit WAC in the RMNP 

region are peoples' acceptance of damage and nuisance wolves cause to lïvestock and 

perceived cornpetition of wolves for big game species. 

5.4.2 Techniques Used 

The methods used in this study used s idar  research (Bath 1987a, 1987b) as a 
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fiamework. The statistical analysis used have been quite effective in 0 t h  studies similar 

to this study. As such, no variations were used 

5.4.3 ResuIts ia this Case 

Current human dimensions Iiterature has reported relationships between attitudes 

and willingness to reintroduce wolves into a region and knowledge and willingness to 

reintroduce wolves into a region. This study has shown that those relationships aIso exkt 

in areas where there is a currentiy an exhhg popdation of wolves. The M e r  predictive 

relationship fotmd in this study between attitudes and other varÏable such as knowledge, 

whether a person hunts or not, education levei, gender and m a t i o n  also relate to 

peoples' wihgness to accept wolves in the RMNP region. As the attitudes of 

respondents became more positive, their wiUingness to have wolves in the region 

increased- 

5.5 Recommendations for Management and Education: 

5.5.1 Recommendations for Management 

Land management practices have become increasingly concemed with influenekg 

human behavior rather than managing wildlife populations. As such, implementation of 

new d d l i f e  management policies or ph.ns necessitates informbg and educa~g the 

public about wildlife management issues. Given that the n w e y  showed very little public 

knowledge about woIfmanagement in the RMNP region, inchsion of 1oca.i people in the 

management decision making process wodd be a good way to begin buiIding bridges 

with the community. Having ùiformation on public attitudes toward woif management 

wodd enable wildlife managers to incorporate the attitudes, values, knowledge, and 

expec tations of stakeholders into land use decisions (Knuth and Nielsen, 199 1). 

5.5.1 (1) Livestock predation: Both livestock producers and the provincial govemment 

need to place more emphasis on preventative techniques for ~ o ~ i i v e s t o c k  management. 

For example: sending healthy, non-pregnant animais to pastue; checking cade regularly; 
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romding up cade eariy in the fd; and removing carcasses to prevent scavenging (Bjorge 

and Gunson, 985). 

The adoption of more preventative husbandry practices wouId fhmciaily benefit 

bath Livestock producers and the Manitoba govenunent Livestock producers who 

c m n t i y  do not receive compensation for livestock losses couid reduce financiai losses 

associated with wolfpredation. The Manitoba government wouid save money which is 

cunentiy spent on predator control meastxres in the RMNP region. 

5.5.1(2) Management Strategies: The use of non lethai management strategies aias 

çupported by a majority of s w e y  participants and this is recommended to managers. In 

cases where relocation is not a viable option, and damages to Livestock continue, current 

predator coatrol methods may stiü have to be used The adoption of the management 

strategies which were supported by local people could make enforcement of those 

strategies easier to achieve for both the Provinciai and the Federai governments who 

manage wolves in the RMNP region. 

5.5- l(3) Compensation Program: hplementation of a compensation program for 

livestock producers could aid in fostering tolerance of wolves by those _mups (livestock 

producers outfîtters and trappers) who favoured Iethai control of wolves. Slnvey 

respondents indicated that they felt that the Provincial govemment should be respoasible 

for compensation costs. Written comments on many sunreys also indicated that some 

people felt that the Federal government should also be responsible for compensation 

costs. 

The compensation program wouid reg& having a aained biologist idente if the 

kiil was done by wolves. Once established that it was wolves, payment of a certain 

percentage of the total retail vaiue of the Livestock kiiied couid be made. As noted, in 

Alberta, the province pays 70% of the total retail valw which may serve as a good 

çtarting point 

Having a compensation program in the RMNP region wodd benefit the livestock 

producer and the Provincial and Federai govemrnents. Livestock producers who are 

compensated for their loss would have the financiai loss lessened, but they may aiso have 
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more toleraace when they see a wolf ne= theù livestock and be siower to exercise their 

right to shoot the wolf. The Provincial govemment wouid benefit by reducing their costs 

on predatot control costs. On the other hanci, they would incur the cos  of a portion of the 

compensation. The Feded govemment wouici benefit iftolerance was raised, and less 

wolves were kiiied. This would aid them in trying to maintain a population of wolves in 

RMNP so funire generations couid enjoy them. 

5.5.1 (4) Wolf Hatvest: The curent hunting and trapping regdations set out by the 

Department of Na- Resources pennit lengthy wolf harvests in the RMNP region. 

S w e y  respondents indicated that they felt that there shouid not be an increase in the 

number of wolves harvested in the RMNP region. Written cornments suggested that many 

respondents felt that woifharvests should be reduced, or eliminated nom the area 

surrounding the park. Many of the respondents were unsure or incorrect in their estimates 

of both the number of wolves in the RMNP region, and the status of the woifpopulation 

(ie., ifit was increasing, decreasing or staying about the same). 

A reduction in the aumbet of wotves in the RMNP wouid benefit the local 

economy. Although largely untapped in the RMNP region to date, tourism which is 

focussed on wolves could be quite l u d v e .  As noted, the revenue generated nom 

reintroducing wolves into the Yeffowstone region was ten times the costs incurred by 

county having them there. 

5.5.1(5) Interagency Management: In order to properly plan for both compensation and 

educational programs, interagency management is required between the Federai 

govemment, Provincial governent and local Iandowners to enntre there is consistency 

in these prognuns. Ail groups would benefit fiom this because monitoring costs for 

compensation programs would be reduced if al1 participated in the development of those 

programs. The benefits for educational programs are aiso shared by all the 

aforementioned agencies. Working together, information can be shared between groups 

whi& wouid reduce the cons of each acquiring the same information about local 

knowledge separately. In addition, the nurnber of presentations to various interest groups 

couid be reduced, lessening costs even M e r .  
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5.5.2 Recommendations for Education: 

As noted in section 42, the knowledge scores of the participants of this study 

were aiI below 50% correct This indicates that the attitudes held by a i i  of the respondents 

may be bgsed on a lack of knowledge about woifecology and behavior. To date, most 

educational messages have been c o ~ c t e d  based on f i e  assumptioos about peoples' 

attitudes (Fishbein and Madredo, 1992). Atternpts to use peer pressure to change 

attitudes wiil not be very successfid ifbehaviors are primarily under attituchal control 

(Fishbein and M h d o ,  1992). In order to be effective, messages must address what 

knowledge about wolves people are Iacking- 

Given the above infommtion, the foiiowing outline is a fiamework for educationd 

recommendations. 

5-52 (1) As outhed by Fishbein and Madiedo (1992), consideration should be @en to 

the foUowing when wiidüfe managers are developing an educational program: 

0 detemine the level of h o  wledge wliicli underlie the attitude; 

This snidy has uncovered that there are a great deal of misconceptions about 

wolf ecology and behavior. AIthough aii respondents were in favor of having 

wolves in the RMNP region, groups with more knowledge were more willing to 

have wolves present Groups with less accurate knowledge about wolves were 

l e s  +g to have wolves present. People who achieved the highest knowledge 

score reported biat their primary source of information was personal expenence. 

ii) seIecfrOn of tatgets for educationai eflorts; 

Targets for educational efforts shouid include misconceptions about wolf ecology 

which couid Iead to an unwillingness to have wolves in the RMNP region. As 

noted, cunent educational idonnation is generally not based on what 

information the public lacks, rather, information presented tends to be what the 

presenter deems important (Knuth and Nielsen, 199 1). As a resuit, Ï f  a presenter 

Likes wolves, information given will be positive. If the presenter does not like 

wolves, the information presented wili be negative. In order to stimulate more 

positive attitudes, the use of appeals which are based on a variety of aesthetic, 
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utilitarian, or spintual reasons have proven to be effective (Knuth and Nielsen, 

1991). Bright and Madiedo (1996) found that focusing on the symbolism of 

wolves, the ecologicai role they play, and the potential wolves presence has to 

conmiute to future generations produced more deeply rooted positive attitudes. 

The appeals noted above could aid in improving attitudes about livestock 

predation, compensation, wolf ecology and the feasibiiity that wolves may attack 

people. Currentiy, a large number of respondents believed that there is a high 

incidence of wolfpredation on Iivestock there is currently no compensation 

available to livestock producers who Ioose cattle to predation, that wolves may 

attack people, and numerous behaviorai misconceptions. 

üi, changing the implicution ofthe attitudes discovered; and 

The implication of a negative aninide based on the beüef that there is a hi@ 

incidence of wolfpredation on Iivestock is that there will be an increase in the 

amount of predator control measures used by the Department of ~ a d  

Resources or local landowners. To change this, new alternatives (such as 

compensation for Livestock predation by wolves) must be presented to Livestock 

producers in order to foster tolerance and reduce the incidence of lethal predator 

control measures. 

iv) correspundertce between attitude a ~ d  intention, Behavior does not 

correspond to attitudes in many cases. For example, ail  respondents indicated that 

they had positive attitudes toward wolves but 333% of the people surveyed 

agreed that ifthey saw a wolf they would try to kill it (see table 19). This suggests 

that ha* a positive attitude does wt imply a conservation ethic. Rather, there 

are a number of rasons people cm be in favor of having wolves in the RMNP 

region, one of which is to be able to b e s t  their pelts. 

5.5.2(2) An educationai program that is participatory in nature. Seifperceptio,n theory 

predicts that actuaI interaction with an object provides more reflective information about 

the object than does indirect, non- behavioral experience such as Iistening to a description 

of the object (Vincent and Fazio, 1992). Some examples would include utilking field 
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trips to kill sites, tracking excursions, or howlhg outings wodd pmvide people with a 

more direct experience with wolves. 

5.5.2(3) Have wildüfe managers use approaches to modify behaviors rather than attitudes 

when dealing with the g e n d  public or specinc interest groups. Use techniques which 

wouid make people consciously deliberne their actions rather than engaging in 

undesirable spontaneous behavior (Vincent and Fazio, 1992). (hoviding consistent 

positive reinforcement when a desirable behavior occurs may be one way to achieve this.) 

5.5.2(4) Enhance the accessibility of the desired attitude through repeated expression. 

One way to encourage desirable attitudes and behaviors toward wolves is to provide 

people with the avenues to share their findings in a group setting which will fuaher 

reinforce their behaviors and corresponding attitude. 

5.5 2(5) SpecXc educational programs developed through interagenc y cooperation 

should include: i)The current Iack of knowledge of the incidence of damage to iivestock, 

and the lack of a cornprehensïve compensation program could be a limiting factor in 

increasing positive regionai attitudes toward wolves. Program(s) for livestock producers 

which inform them about the incidence of livestock predation on wolves in the region, 

what preventative meanires they c m  take, and what compensation is available if they 

suffer losses; ii) program(s) for the general public whifh discuss wolf ecology and 

behavior; and iii) program(s) for outfitters, trappers and Iivestock producers which keeps 

them informed about the number of wolves which are present in the region and the statu 

of the population (ie. if the population is increasing, decreasing, or rernaîning the same). 

5.6 Further Research 
The foiiowing are recommendations for m e r  research: 

5 -6.1 The resuits of this study have indicated that the three groups which c m  have the 

greatest negative effect on the wolfpopulation in the RMNP region are outfitters 

(huntea), trappers and livestock producers. Given the relatively d sample sizes of 

hunters, trappers and livestock producers in the RMNP region used in this study, a woif 

anitudinai survey which includes more focus on values should be conducted on a larger 
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sample of these three groups. Inclusion of a section on values in the survey design would 

provide information on the undedying attitudes of these t h e  groups. The information 

gathered codd be presented to regional wildlife managea and incorporated into 

management plans. 

5.62 A literature review on preventative husbandry practices and their effectiveness in 

various regions codd aid in reducing the incidence of woif predation on iivestock in the 

region. Although the incidence of livestock predation in by wolves the RMNP region is 

quite small, methods of reducing livestock predation by wolves could foster more 

positive attitudes toward the animai. Both Iivestock producers and the Provincial 

govemment would receive fiaancial benefits h m  this information. Hopefûiiy, the 

Livestock producers would loose less cade to wolves, and the government would reduce 

it's current spending on predator control measures. 

5-63 Information presented in this study pertaining to current educationai techniques 

suggests that there are severai approaches to educating the public about wolves which 

have various degrees of etfectiveness. A iiterature review should be done on 

environmental educational techniques which have been effective in increasing positive 

attitudes to ward wolves and decreasing negative attitudes toward wolves. The valuable 

information on which educational techniques are effective and which are less effective in 

5.6.4 A costhnefit anaiysis should be done to detennine the actual and estimated costs 

and benefits associated with having wolves in the RMNP region. Projections of 

compensation costs could be estimated based on literature pewining to compensation 

costs reported in other areas of North Amerîca Current predator control costs could be 

provided by the Manitoba Department of Naturai Resources. The benefits of having 

wolves in RMNP couid be estimated through the use of a mail swey sent to ecotourism 

operators in the area, and park visitors which asks specificdy about peoples' willingness 

to pay to have the opportunity to partake in wolf related activities such as tracking or 

howling outings. 

The resuits shouid be made available to the Provincial government as many of 
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both the costs and the benefits of having wolves in the RMNP region are incurred or 

obtained by them. In addition, the iaformation shouid also be available to the ecotourism 

operators in the RMNP region since this could provide added revenue to them as weii. 

Closing Comments: 
Some interesthg similarities and diffmnces were found between attitudes of 

people living in close p r o W t y  to wolves, and people who are faced with the prospect of 

woif reintroduction. Cornparisons between these two groups could develop into a way of 

easing the transition of people who fear the wont when woifreintroduction is proposed 

for the area in which they Live. Perhaps Iivestock producen who currently live aear 

wolves with Little or no coaflict could become involved in educational efforts in 

reintroduction areas. 

Information gathered on attitudes toward and knowledge of wolves also has the 

potential to reduce the number of mas where wolves are extirpated. Incorporiition of the 

fears of the community into management plans could effectively address community 

concems so that the cornmunity does not feel that they have to take care of things 

thernselves. Working with govemmeot agencies, rather than separately fiom them, could 

dso empower the local people and result in their involvement in many other comrnunity 

issues- 
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Appeadir A: Introduction Letter 

September 9th, 19% 

Within a week or so you will be receiving a mail survey as  part of a research study. This 
m e y  wîif be maiied to a random selection of people living in the Riding Mountain 
National Park (RMNP) region. The survey m e s  to aid in understanding how area 
residents feel about the woif population in the RMNP region. 

I am writing in advance of sending the nwey because many people may appreciate being 
advised h t  a research study is in progreçs, and that they wüI be contacted by-mail. The 
survey has been reviewed, and approved by the Research Ethics Cornmittee at the Naniral 
Resource uistitute. 

When the nwey  arrives, 1 ask that the person to d o m  it is addressed be the one to fïiI 
out the nnvey. Where there are two names present on the envelope, I ask that the oldest 
of the two people be the one to fiii out the nnvey. This is to ensure that the people 
responding are the aduits in the howhold 

The nwey shouid only take about fifteen minutes to cornpiete. 

Your help, and the help of othea asked to participate in this effort to detemùne attitudes 
toward wolves in the RMNP region is essentiai to the success of the study. 

I f  you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me (Carla Ponech) or my advisor 
Dr. JO hn Sinclair at (204) 474-83 73. 

Carla Ponech 
Project Director 
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Appendix B: Survey Instrument 

The Wolves of RidÏng MouEain Naional Park Region 

For this study, the term "woif" refers to the species -lubusand does not include tfie 
coyote, m- 
The foUowïng questions ask about your feelings towards wotves in the Riding Mouutah NatÏonai Park 
region, Answers hclude Süongly Disagree (SDA), Moderately Disagree (MDA), Disape @A), Neuuai 
0, Agree (A), Modemety Agree (MA) and Stroagly Agree [SA). Please circle oae answet only- 

SDA 
1. Wolves are an important 1 
component of  a hdthy 
ecosystern, 

2.1 f i l  I have a kinship 
with wo lues. 

3. I Iive too close to wolves, I 

4. I wouId [ike to see a woif 
in the wild 

5. Because heaithy popuIations I 
of wolves exist m Nortbem 
Manitoba, th- is no reason to 
have wo[ves in the Riding Mount& regioa- 

6- Having a pater  number of I 
wolves in the Riding Mountain 
re9on wouId cause more damage 
to livestock than the damage doue 
by the existhg woff population. 

7, Wo lves have a significant L 
impact on the Iivestock industry 
around Riding Moutain Nationai 
Park 

8. A woifthat kilIs tivestock 
should be trapped and relocated 

9. A woIf that kiUs Iivestock 
should be kiiied 

10. M e n  Livestock is kiiied by 
a wolf, the rancher should be 
paid some sort of compensation. 
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M A  

6 

SDA 

I 

MDA 

2 I 1. a) 1 would be wiIIing to contribute 
money t o d  a compensation 
program for ranchers. 

b) i thmk that the Manitoba 
Government shouId pay 
comp-on to ranchers for 
Iivestock losses th% are the result 
of wo If predation, 

13. Woives are having a significant 
negative impact on big game hrmting 
opportunities near fi- Mountah 
National Pack. 

1 3 - The provinciai government 
should aiiow more wolves to be 
harvesteci 

14. if I saw a woff I wouId 
rry to kill it 

15. I wouId be afÎaid to hike 
in Ridiag Mountain National 
Park k.nowing tfiat wolves are 
present m rhe parlc 

Yes 
1 

C'rn Not Sure 
3 16- Have you ever seen a 

woW in the wiId? 

1 7. Did woIves historidy 
occupy the Riding Moutain 
National Park region? 

18. Is the= currentiy 
compensation avaiIable for 
ranchers in the RMNP region 
when a wolf kiIls h e i .  iivestock 

Yes 
I 

No Opinion 
3 19. a) Are you m fiivor of having 

wolves in Riding Mountaia 
National Park? 

(If you answered "yes", please go to question 2 1. if *now, please contioue with 19 (b).) 



b) I f  you are not m hvor of having 
wolves m Riding Mountain Nationai 
Park would your opmion change 
if a program of hancial 
cornpe~l~atl*on for tivesrock losses 
attriiuted to wotves was implernented? 

C) if you are not in fàvor of having 
wolves in Ridimg Mountain National 
Park wouid your opinion change 
if it were possible to hold Iivestock 
Iosses at iess than l%? 

d) If you are not m Favor of having 
wo[ves in Ridùig Mountain National 
Park, would your opinion change 
if oniy the wolves th kiiied [ivestock 
were kiiied? 
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No Opinion 

3 

20, What is your primary reason for king against having woives in Riding Mountain National Park? 
A) LiVESTOCK LOSSES ARE LMACCEPTABLY HIGH 
B) AN UNACCEPTABLE DECLINE iN BIG GAME AMMALS 

C) WOLVES MAY ATTACK PEOPLE 
D) WOLVES SERVE NO ECOLOGCCAL PüRPOSE 
E) WOLVES KfLL MORE ANlMALS THAN THEY NEED TO FOR S U R W A L  
F) BECAUSE f DONT LiKE WOLVES 
G )  WOLVES MAY SCARE Off TOliRISTS 
H) WOLVES ARE PESTS 
i) ARE NO BENEFIE TO HAVING WOLVES PRESENT IN TKE PARK 
J) OTHER 

PIease go to question 22- 

2 1, What is your primary reason for king in hvor of having wolves in Riding Mountain NationaI Park? 
A) BECAUSE THEY HAVE A RiGHT TO EMST 
0) SO FUTüRE GENERATIONS CAN ENJOY TEiEM 
C) BECAUSE ïHEY ARE CMPORTANT MEMBERS OF THE ECOLOGICAL 

COMMUNITY 
D) TO PHOTOGRAPH THEM 
E) BECAUSE OF THER VALLJE TO SCIENCE AND RESEARCH 
F) BECAUSE I'M VERY FOMI OF WOLVES 
G) BECAUSE ïHEY MAY A'ZTRACT. TOURISTS 
H) TO BE ABLE TO HARVEST THEiR PELTS 
i)  SO THAT SOME PEOPLE W L L  BE ABLE TO HUNT THEM 

J) OTHER 
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22- Which m e r  best descn'bes your anitude tosvards wotves? 
A) STRONGLY LiKE B) LfKE C) NEiTHER L E  NOR DiSLiKE 
D) DISLiKE E) STKONGLY DISLiKE 

23. Do you have other concerus witfi wolves king present m Ridimg Mountain National H? 

Please circle the mon appropriate respoase to the folIowing, 

1. a)Where have you acquired your knowiedge about the woIf? (PIease feel ûee to circIe more than one 
ansver,) 

A) NEWSPAPERS G) FRiENûS 
B) BROCHURES H) FILMS 
C) M A G ~  ARTICLES 9 P ~ L I C  M E ~ G S  
D) BOOKS J) T-V, 
E) SCHOOL K) PERSONAL DBERIENCE 
FI 0- 

b) Which source has pmvided you with the most useM information? 

2, ff ow know IedgeabIe do you feel you are about wolves? 
A) KNOW NOTKING ABOUT WOLVES B) HAVE A LlTTLE KNOWLEDGE 
C) Q[IITE KNOWLEDGEABLE D) VERY KNOWLEDGEABLE 
E) EXPERT 

3. How much do you think the average aduft Riding Mountain National Park thber wolf weighs? 
A) 0-59 LBS.(OO27KG) B) 60- 1 19 LBS. (2844KG) C) 120480 LBS. (55-82KG) 
D) OVER 180 LBS. (OVER 82KG) E) rM NOL SURE 

4, How many wolves exist in Riding Moumain National Park? 
A) 1-30 8) 30-60 C) 60-90 
D) 90- 120 E) OVER 120 

5, Do you think wotf numbers m Riduig Mounmin National Park are: 
A) MCREASCNG B) DECREASMG 
C) REMAIMNG ABOUT THE SAME 

6. What would be yow estimate of documented cases of ( h e  ranging) woIf anacks on humans occurring 51 
North AmerÏca since 1800? 

A) NONE B) 1-10 C) 1 1-20 D) 2 1-50 
E) 51-100 F) OVER 100 G) i'M NOT SURE 

7- How successfiil do you beIieve a pack of wolves in Ridmg Mountain National Park given 100 chases, is 
at catching and killing a moose, one of their prey species? 

A) 1-10% B) 1 1-50% C) 5 140% D) 81-100% 
E) I'M NOT SURE 
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8. What percentage of -le mat exkt in wolf mge in the R i d i  Mountam National Park region a~ killed 
by wolves Ur a single year? 

A) NONE B) GREATER THGN O BUT LESS ï W W  1% 
C) 1-30% D) 3 1-60!! 
E) OVER 600A F) riM NOT SURE 

9. What is the average pack size of wolves in Ricihg Mountain Nationat Park? 
A) 1 4  B) Sot5 C) 16-30 
D) OVER 30 E) i'M NOT SURE 

10- Do woff packs defend a telatively 
k e d  area or territory agaiast other 
wolf packs? 

L 1. Would you agree tint only two 
rnernbers of a woif pack breed in any 
one yeai? 

12, Do wolves survive primarily on 
beaver throughout the surnmer? 

t 3. Do wo  Ives usuaiiy sever barnstring 
muscles of their prey to bring them dowu 
(eg- moose, deer, elk)? 

14. In mon areas where wolves 
and coyotes can be fond, wouId they 
usually occirpy the same territory? 

15, Are aduit wolves preyed on by 
other wiId animais? 

What is your age? 

What is your gender? Fernale- 

Yes No l'm Not Sure 

1 -C 7 3 

if yes, what species? 

Please indicate the number of years of formal education th* you have, 
E Iementary 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Secondary 9 10 I l  12 13 
College/University - 
Graduate ff niversity - 
PhDlMD - 
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Appendk C: Fotlow-up Letter 

September 23,1996 

Last week a questionnaire was sent to you regarding your attitudes about, and howledge 
of, the wolfpopdation in the Riding Mountain National Park regioa Your name was 
drawn fkom a random sample of area residents in the RMNP region, or nom a List of 
different interest groups. 

If you have already completed the survey and retumed it to me please accept my sincere 
thanks. If you have not, please do so today. Because the survey &as ody been sent to a 
smaii, but representative sample of area residents and interest group mernbers it is 
extremely important that your survey be included in the snidy if the redts are to be an 
accurate representation of area residents and each specific interest group. 

If by some chance you did not receive the -y, or it has been misplaceci, please c d  me 
nght now at (204) 474-8373 and I will get another one in the mail to you today 

S incerely, 

Carla Ponech 
Project Director 
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Appendix D: Respondents Written Comments to the question udo 
you have other concerns with wolves being present in 
Riding Mountain National Park?" 



Civestock h o d .  
No, not as long as they don't become overpopuiated 

O They have bothered cattle uext to my üvestock and cattie spooked by a timber wolfare 
very hard to hande. 

O Shidies done on these animais in the past represent a lot of fdse information. 
Compensation should corne h m  a federal budget for damage caused by these 

animals. 

Troawrs: 
Its just the animais they kill that can be consumed by humans. 1 Having trapped wolves for years, problem wolves in ranch land are almost impossible 
to & trap. 
I have seen them kill eik and moose with my own eyes. 

a My personal opinion about wolves is they have the right to Iive. Ifyou don? botber 
them, they won? bother you. 

a My greatest couceni is overprotection and interference by naturalists who seem to 
forget that human beings have as much right to exist and pursue their favomite 
activities and livelihoods outside the park as wolves do in or out of the park. 

OuttWers: 
Keep the woff wild - man does not need interferingo hunting has no impact on them 
neither positive or negative. 

O Kiil too many yearlings and calves. 
O Hmting outside the bomdary to keep them inside the park. Most important to keep 

high population h m  devastating livestock with no control possible. 
a We have too many wolves in ail of Manitoba 
a At this tirne we have more important things to nnvey "How to mate more jobs for our 

youth". 
O lfthe wolfpopulation gets too hi& it di interfere with the number of animais (eik, 

deer, moose) able to be hunted. 
The tourists would see more game in the park if there were less wolves. 
Over population and causing problems with the public. 

. nadtgn Park und Wlldetneu Soc- 
. ?&&a 

O Wolves in the padc should be monitored; program assessed tiom time to t h e  (yr. to 
F-1- 
1 think the number of wolves should be controlled - I have no idea what effect they 
have on livestock populations but if it is a serious problem, wolves in the park should 
be eliminated. 
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Do ~ O U  have aay other conceras with w o h  beingpment Uc IPIiMNP? 

As a National Park, RM should be protecting a oatural segment of a naturai ecosystem, 
which includes wolves. 
No need to hunt them at di. 
There has to be enough game to keep them fed ali year round. 
A large buffet m e  a m d  the park should be estabiished to give better protection to 
wolves (as weli as bears). 
That iike bears, they may loose their fear and staa corning near homes and the t o m  of 
Clear Lake. 
Not if their numbers do not become too great. 
Potential fïr park wolves to become garbage scavengers near t o m  sites. 
Public should be educated about their habits so they can undentand them. 
They are used as scapegoats when Lvestock near the padc is "negativdy affecteci". 
Woifpopulations impact beaver and ungulate populations; impacts the whole system. 
Concem they could be needlessly harassed or Wed due to lack of public education. 
Ody that they be aiiowed to maintain theù existence as weil as possible. 
They could be a possible threat to people. 
Concem about vuinerability of an insuiar population to epidemics (eg. Distemper). 
It is the responsibility of ranchea to protect theu livestock - but not by killing wolves. 
How about fencing for example? 
1 wouid waat to know, as we have ken notined about bears, ifthere was a pack of 
wolves in the cottage area. For the sdety of children and pets. 
Yes, that the population not become "gene bound" because of comdor destruction 
between RMNP and the Duck Mountains. 
I have no concerns because I b w  that National Park programs are excellent in 
keephg the public iafonned re wiid animais. AU wild aoimals are dangerous when we 
don't act appropriately or they are hungry/diseased 
1 admire what 1 have read about wolves and theu sense of family and believe they 
belong in a naturai pivk which is suppose to pmtect wild animals. 
1s there a possibility of them attacking people? Has it ever happened? 
The many visiton to the cottage and especidly our USA relatives go out of their way 
to see the bears, eik, deer, buffalo, etc. 
I believe they have a right to be there, however, 1 don? want anyone to get attacked. 
Post signs - enter bush at own risk. Leave them alone. 
Farmers always cornplain but the wolves aren't allowed to own land, only farmers. 
If the introduction of wolves, or more wolves, would upset the ecological balance - 
negative impact on other wildlife. 
The t h e  has corne to put an end to welfare ranching. For ecological, sociologicd, 
medical health and ethical reasons. We have far too many ranchen &d cattle for 
anyone's good, and no where near enough protected wilderness. Wolves should be left 
alone. 
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Do you huve any other concems with wofves being praent in RMNP? 

ad- Pnrh and Wdderness Soci-& 9 œ 

They arnplify the picture of a oatural park 
Concem over a s m d  number of wolves in an isolated area - could create inbreeding 
pro blems. 
There is a basic, irnfounded fear of wolves. 
Hope they don't kill young deer, moose, e k  
I'd be concemed ifthe population of wolves got very large, or if packs of them 
appeared reguiariy on hunts. 
Genetic inbreeding is a very dZEicult, cornplex problem to assess and to do anything 
about, but homoygosity in wolves should be addressed in W. Poaching or other 
possible causes of decrease should be addressed 
They must be managed to maintain a heaithy population or balance with that p d c d a r  
habitat. 
It is good to know they are there. 
Fear associated with them codd lead to larger-scde negative (and potentialiy 
inaccurate) stories/reporting re wolves. 
1 am concemed with the decrease in their population within the last few years and 
strongiy advocate the continuation of "the woif conservation program" in the park. 
There is the ever present danger of wolves attacking adults or chiidren! But, this is 
compensated for by the value as fur bearess. 
No. 1 have camped with my children and horses in the Gunn Lake area The wolves 
were no problem, we couid hear them. 
Wish the population numbers were higher with a hedthy, viable population present. 
1 am not sure if they are present there and if they have been historically. If they have, 
then they should be ailowed to continue but under reasonable control. 
For the ljrst 30 years of my Me there wasn't any wolves in the padc and there was 
many more ek. 
ïhe  goal shodd be "more wolves, fewer people". 
Not so Long as theù prey animals remain ninicient for their needs so that domestic 
herds are not attacked. 1 feel that domesticated animals are too many and too close. 
Some safety concerns for hikers and holiday makers. Would there be educational and 
idormational notices prominent? 
Too many men with guns. 
Theu safety. 
No, d e s s  there was so many that other h a l s  disappeared and they , m g ,  went 
farther afïeld. 
Uneducated fears from farmers and tourists that believe in the fairytale vision of 
wolves as vicious man mers. 
Lack of park livestock compensation program. 
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Do you have any ofher concernr with wuives beingpresent in RMW? 

w 

. Ares Resrden; 
BQ4lmG 
a No written comments 

clan william 
a They are acceptable within moderation. lfthere should be a sudden increase in 

population, control measures may be appropriate. 
Not in favot of wolves being able to increase to, or at, unacceptable rates. 

arrphcn und the Town of Da- . 
O No, 1 have walked nature trails for over 25 years and seeing theù trails in the winter is 

very exciting. 
Impacts on other wiidlife. 
If too many they will cause losses to cade ranchers as in Northem Alberta where the 
govemment had to set out poison bait. They will attack woods men as in an article in 
Western SportSman magazine. 
1 wouid suggest to have 25-35 wolves in the park as  they are useful on rodents. 
No. If they were attacking campea and hiken 1 may feel different 

sierra Chb Members: 
The national p h  were set up to provide "wild spacen to preserve nature. We have 
very limited space set aside for this purpose. We need to preserve wiid spaces for wild 
things. 
I don? !ive there so 1 can't be concemed. 1 do feel they should be present as they are in 
the North. We can co-exist. 
How to hande public viewing and how to deal with myths about wolves. 

O The nghts ofphotographers, hunters, naniralists, ranchers and cattie owners should be 
respected vis-a-vis wolves shouid be bdanced. Game animais have rights too. Death by 
wolves may be more painful than death by hunters. The Wapiti damaged forest 
experience in RMNP some years ago couid have been prevented by judicious hunting. 

O Safiety for & hikers. 
No, oniy concerns for their safety. 

a What is the incidence of rabies in wolves and how does it affect their behavior? 
Cattie men WU strongly oppose yet are often to blame for they haul dead cattle 
carcasses into the bush and accustom wolves to such flesh - or Ieave herd unattended in 
marginal land areas for many days at a the .  Human odoa around pastures generdy 
keep wolves away. 
"LikeYy has linle meaning in this conte.- 1 don? "iike" mosquitos either, but they do 
belong in the ecosystem. 

a Most concemed about absence. 
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Do you have any other concertas w M  wuives 6ehg present fn RMNP? 

. Qgu~hin and the Town 4LPerrpRrc (Con & 9 

They have a right to live on this planet as do ail God's creatutes. They maintain the 
balance of sature and we should respect that right 
No, except 1 don% feei I know enough about them. 
The gene pool as the population becomes more isolated. 
No, however, due to the e n . m e n t  ofa nationai park there may be times numbers 
wodd have to be culled ifpopulation eqands greatiy h m  the park and are forced 
outside the park in large numbm. 
Concemed about the number of wolves killed when they step outside the park. 
When they get rabies and corne into contact with the public. 
AbsoluteIy none. 
Rarely ever see them. 
While I neither Like or dislike hem, they are a part of our ecosystem and we need to 
protect that 
I am concemed that we, as humans, are constantly pressuring wolves through 
encroachment, increased park use, etc. making it dficuit for them to thcive. I think we 
need to give them more space. 
Population must be monitored - overpopulation, Live trap and relocate. 
1 think they do more harm than good. 
No, to our knowledge they are causing no harm to humans. 
Chase animals across highways and cause accidents. 
1 guess 1 do have a srnaii fear of king attacked. I'm not sure how valid my feus are. 
if its going to be a real success then a buEer zone around the park should be set up. 
No, as long as they don? over-populate. 
May attack innocent people or other animais. 
No, as long as their population is controUed. 
No, as long as they are managed properly. 
They destroy rabbits, birds nesting and tiieir babies, ek, moose, deer, and their babies 
also ducks and geese eggs etc. 
I am not against wolves in the park, but don? bring any in. 
Not safe for humans. 
Small number of wolves in the park will cause Linle harm. Large numbers wüi cause an 
ovedow to surrounding cattle country causing more problems. It wiil also cause a 
decrease in deer, eik, moose populations within the park. 
Tourist and hiker safety. 
None, if respect is shown to the wolfwe shouid have no reason to fear them. 
Concemed about the wolves attacking people, especidy small chiidren. 
Only for hikers and children ushg the park. 
Public safety and livestock and pet safety if food is scarce. 
Too much mearch on that high pronle species ... other species ignored. 
Only being overpopulated and killing deer, elk, moose, etc. 
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Do you Lave any utlier concerm wah wolves beimgpresenf in RMlVP? 

I believe more timber wolves are coming out to foilow deer. in time io corne they 
might be a reai problem. Wolves that venture too far out usualiy get shot. 
1 sep no need for them. They do kill and leave the animal aiive after eating a portion of 
it, 

O Safety. 
O Because they kiU wild game a d  Iivestock. 

O Outside pressmes and attitudes are unfiair. 
Childten s safety. 
They are dangerous to hikers, skiers etc. îhey are by far more dangerous than any bear. 

O I don? like to see too large a pack. 
No, as long as they are properly managed and controlied. 

O 1 would Like to see more wolves in the wil& 
The danger to livestock and hikers. 

Ochre River: 
Ifyou want them in the park keep them there and not on my farm. 

a No comment, 
There are enough wolves in the park now; they are holding their own. Don't b ~ g  in 
any more. You guys are bringing them in and thats not nght I agree that wolves clean 
up some of the older, sick animais but they usualiy kill a deer a &y amund here, and 
they like a fiesh W. Wolves don? always eat beaver either. If  the big game aimals 
increase, let the poor people shoot one for meat, cut down on welfare costs. 

O They keep deer and eik out of the park and deer and eik won? go to other areas. 
They are a mean killing machine. AnimaIs d e r  more fkom theu kiiiing rnethods than 
5om maiis' guns and traps. 

Rosedale.. 
8 1 don? üke wolves around because of the danger to children. 

B If population gets too high relocate to the Northern wildemess. 
D With regards to the wolf population this should be left at its naturai Ievel. 

A wolf is a beautifùi and exciting animal and shouid be lefi alone. 
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I Do you have any other concems wifh w d v a  acrigpresent in M? 

a 1 wouidn't want too many in the park for peoples' hiking safety. 
O There is no reason that they shouidn't be in RMNP. 
O Nature look after the bdancing ofanùnais. 
O Wolves Wed by human pmlators. 

v- 
?ZeZd:Zs Z-uciqg more be a pmblem 
On unn>pervised traii rides or hikes the public be-educated on the woifaud that the 
land is the woifs domain, 
Danger to livestock and humans. 
The poss'bility of them straying out of the park boundries. 
They have a history of kiliing peoples' family pets. 

Siiver Creek: 
a Their dwindling numbers. 

Ste- Rose: 
a It is a good place for them. The problem is trying to keep them there. 

A woif that has rabies could attack humans and be very dangerous. 

Strathclair: 
There are aiways concerns regarding any "kind.' of wildlife, it is the ignorance of 
nature that put people in danger. 

m I think they should be in this kind of environment. 
e My only concem wouid be for the safety of humans. 




